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Nitish Kumar takes oath
as Bihar CM for eighth time

Simmi Kaur Babbar

Patna, August 10: JD(U) leader
Nitish Kumar, who is set to be sworn
in as Bihar Chief Minister for a
record eighth time on Wednesday, is
likely to retain the all-important
Home portfolio, while the RJD may
get most of the departments that
were previously with the BJP, a high-
ly-placed source said. He said an in-
principle agreement has been
reached about the composition of
the new Cabinet, which is likely to
have “35 members or more”, drawn
from Kumar’s JD(U), the RJD and
the Congress. Kumar, who is being
commended by Opposition parties
for joining the “anti-BJP camp”, also
had a telephonic talk with Congress
president Sonia Gandhi over the
political situation. According to
broader contours of the power-shar-
ing formula, the RJD will have the
largest number of ministers, in
recognition of the fact that it has a

higher number of MLAs. Only
Kumar and Tejashwi Yadav took

oath in the afternoon, while remain-
ing members will be sworn in a
Cabinet expansion exercise later.
“The JD(U) is likely to have 13 min-
isters, the RJD has settled for 16.

The Congress will be given four
berths, while former chief minister

Jitan Ram Manjhi’s HAM will have
one member in the Cabinet,” the
source said. A broad understanding
is said to have been reached among
the alliance partners on the names,

barring the Congress, which needs
the same to be approved by the
party high command in Delhi. The
JD(U) is likely to reinstate as many
of its ministers as possible from the
previous Cabinet, which was dis-
banded on Tuesday night vide a
notification issued by the Chief
Secretary. Kumar himself will be
keeping Home, which helps him
have a control over the police. He is
likely to also keep the departments
related to welfare of extremely back-
ward castes and minorities, which
form his core constituency. The RJD
has prepared a list of names and
shared it with party supremo Lalu
Prasad for approval. While Tejashwi
Yadav is certain to become the
deputy CM, it is not yet decided
which portfolios he will keep. The
in-principle decision to hand over
BJP’s portfolios to RJD implies that
it will get some key ones like Health
and Road Construction depart-
ments, the source added. 

Evolving need to upgrade
education and training patterns of 

military officers: IAF chief
Gandhinagar, August 10: Air Chief Marshal VR

Chaudhari on Wednesday said there is an evolving
need to upgrade and fine-tune the education and train-
ing pattern of military officers in the face of challeng-
ing security dynamics. The Indian Air Force (IAF)
chief was in Gandhinagar to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) between the IAF and the
Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU). “While conven-
tional domains of conflict have consistently been evolv-
ing, new non-kinetic and non-lethal means of warfare

are also being
used,” the Air
Chief Marshal
said after the IAF
signed the MoU
on academics and
r e s e a r c h .
Knowledge is
becoming a cen-
tral resource in
the information
age, and strategy
and geopolitics
are being increas-

ingly affected by information, he said. “There has been
a paradigm shift in the nature of security threats, and
newer ways of pursuing strategic objectives are com-
ing to life. These are also creating newer and unknown
vulnerabilities. These challenging security dynamics
will continue to pose tough choices and would require
novel and innovative solutions,” the IAF chief said. He
said technology, training and education are vital
dimensions of preparing a military officer for future
war. “In such a scenario, there is an evolving need to
upgrade and fine-tune our education and training pat-
tern,” the IAF chief said.  
Prophet remark row: SC clubs and

transfers all FIRs against Nupur
Sharma to Delhi Police

New Delhi, August 10: The Supreme Court
Wednesday directed clubbing and transfer of all FIRs
lodged across the country against suspended BJP
spokeswoman Nupur Sharma to Delhi Police in con-
nection with
F I R s / c o m p l a i n t s
lodged against her in
several states over
her remark on the
Prophet made dur-
ing a TV debate
show. A bench of
Justices Surya Kant
and J B Pardiwala
also extended inter-
im protection to Sharma till the probe is concluded by
the Delhi police. The top court allowed Sharma to
move Delhi High Court for quashing of FIRs lodged
over her remark and said all future FIRs would also be
transferred to Delhi Police for investigation. The apex
said the FIRs will be probed by the Intelligence Fusion
and Strategic Operations (IFSO) of the Delhi Police.
Sharma’s remark on the Prophet during a TV debate
had triggered protests across the country and drew
sharp reactions from many Gulf countries. The BJP
subsequently suspended her from the party. 

Priyanka Gandhi tests positive 
for covid, isolating at home
New Delhi, August 10: Congress leader Priyanka

Gandhi Vadra on Wednesday said she had tested
positive for covid again and would be isolating at
home while following all protocols. The Congress
general secretary had also tested positive for covid-
19 in June last year. "Tested positive for covid
(again!) today. Will be isolating at home and follow-
ing all protocols," she said in a tweet. Several
Congress leaders have contracted covid such as
communications department head Pawan Khera and
party MP Abhishek Manu Singhvi. Party chief Sonia
Gandhi had also tested positive for covid in early
June this year. On Tuesday evening, Leader of
Opposition in Rajya Sabha and senior Congress
leader Mallikarjun Kharge also said he had tested
positive for covid. “I have tested positive for
#COVID19. I request those who came in contact
with me recently to take care,” Kharge tweeted. 
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Lakhimpur Khiri violence case:
District Court to hear on Ashish

Mishra’s bail plea today
Lakhimpur Khiri, August 10: The

District Court will hold a hearing on the
bail plea of Ashish Mishra in the
Lakhimpur Khiri violence case today.
Ashish Mishra who is the main accused
in the case can be brought to court and

five other accused will also be pro-
duced. Mishra is facing a case of mur-
der for the incident that took place on
October 3, 2021, in which eight people,
including four farmers, were killed in
the Lakhimpur Kheri. Mishra allegedly
ran over the farmers who were protest-
ing against the Centre’s three farm
Laws. He was arrested on October 9
and granted bail in February
2022.Mishra, again moved to the High

Court as the Court’s earlier order was
set aside by the Supreme Court in April
2022 and had ordered fresh considera-
tion of his bail plea. A bench of Chief
Justice of India NV Ramana with Justice
Surya Kant and Justice Hima Kohli said,

“The High Court shall decide the bail
application afresh expeditiously, and
preferably within a period of three
months.” The top court set aside the
Allahabad High Court order dated
February 10, 2022, and remit the mat-
ter back to the High Court. The top
court said that the order of the
Allahabad High Court cannot be sus-
tained and has to be set aside and the
bail bonds of the respondent/accused
are cancelled.The Court directed

Ashish Mishra to surrender within a
week.Family members of the victims of
the Lakhimpur Kheri incident moved
the Supreme Court challenging the
Allahabad High Court order, which
granted bail to Ashish Mishra. Earlier,
the Supreme Court had appointed a
committee headed by retired Punjab
and Haryana high court judge Rakesh
Kumar Jain to monitor the probe into
the Lakhimpur Kheri violence.
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New Delhi: The development comes
a day after the ruling Aam Aadmi Party
levelled allegations against the MCD that
it colluded with two toll tax companies
and caused huge loss to the public
exchequer. Delhi Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on Wednesday wrote to
Lieutenant Governor VK Saxena
demanding a CBI probe into the alleged
Rs 6,000-crore toll tax scam in the
Municipal Corporation. The development
comes a day after the ruling Aam Aadmi
Party levelled allegations against the
MCD that it colluded with two toll tax
companies and caused huge loss to the
public exchequer. "I have written to the
LG demanding a CBI probe into the toll
tax scam of Rs 6,000 crore in Municipal
Corporation of Delhi. The money collect-
ed from 10 lakh commercial vehicles
coming to Delhi everyday was embezzled
in connivance," Sisodia said in a tweet.
AAP's MCD in-charge and MLA Durgesh
Pathak had on Tuesday alleged that there
was a large-scale scam in toll tax collec-
tion and that it was caused by BJP lead-
ers, who were then in power in MCD, in
connivance with two private firms. He
had said every day, 10 lakh commercial
vehicles come to Delhi and tax was col-
lected from those vehicles but it allegedly

did not reach the MCD. "It is a major
scam and we demand that this should be
investigated. If the matter is properly
investigated, senior BJP leaders and

MCD officials will be in prison. They
have looted thousands of crores of tax-
payers' money," Pathak had said. In a
statement, the MCD had later termed the
allegations as "baseless and without
facts". In to Sisodia's allegations, Delhi
BJP spokesperson Praveen Shankar
Kapoor on Wednesday said there was no
such scam in the MCD. "No scam has

taken place in MCD in toll tax collection.
Sisodia's letter to Lt Governor Vinay
Kumar Saxena alleging toll tax collection
scam in MCD reflects his frustration over

the ongoing inquires into scams in excise
department and the school class room
construction," he said in a statement.
Kapoor clarified that after construction of
Eastern-Western corridor in 2018, the
commercial vehicles which crossed Delhi
to go to other states have stopped coming
in and as a result, Delhi's toll tax collec-
tion has dropped by around 70 per cent. 

Delhi Deputy CM Sisodia writes to LG,
demands CBI probe into toll tax 'scam' in MCD

Administering Oath To Rebel MLAs Is
"Murder Of Democracy": Team Thackeray

Mumbai. A day after the Maharashtra cabinet expansion, the Shiv Sena claimed admin-
istering ministerial oath to rebels MLAs, whose disqualification pleas are pending before the
Supreme Court, amounted to murder of democracy and the Constitution. By finally taking
the ministerial oath, the rebels have taken a dip in the Ganga river. But will they be able to
“wash the sin of betrayal?" an editorial in the Sena mouthpiece 'Saamana' asked on
Wednesday.The expression on Maharashtra Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari's face while
administering the oath to ministers was as if he was doing a “divine work”, it quipped.The
Marathi daily also slammed Chief Minister Eknath Shinde for "bowing" before Delhi seven
times by going to the national capital before the cabinet
expansion.The Chief Minister had made seven visits to New
Delhi in the  ministry expansion.Mr Shinde on Tuesday
expanded his two-member ministry, 41 days after taking oath
as the Chief Minister by inducting 18 ministers, nine each
from his rebel Shiv Sena
group and the BJP.

PUBLIC NOTICE
General Public hereby inform that
my client DILIP KUMAR S/O
SHRI SABU RAM R/O HOUSE
NO.1705, GROUND FLOOR,
TYPE-2, POCKET-4, LODHI
ROAD COMPLEX, LODHI
ROAD, DELHI-110003 HAS NO
ANY CLOSE RELATION WITH
PRADEEP KUMAR S/O SHRI
KISORI R/O HOUSE NO.E-110,
GALI NO.2, WEST VINOD
NAGAR, DELHI-110092, MR
PRADEEP KUMAR IS AN
ADOPTED SON OF STEP
FATHER OF OUR CLIENT.  If
aforesaid Pradeep Kumar depicts
himself as a real brother of our
client and deals with anybody, will
do at his/her/their own risks, costs
and responsibility. 

VINOD YADAV ADVOCATE
Ch. No.606,

Lawyers' Chamber Block
Saket Courts Complex,

New Delhi-110017
M : 9999561580, 9971636880

PUBLIC NOTICE
To be Known to all that I (Name of
the Allottee) Rajesh Gulati S/o R.
S. Gulati R/o A-1/119B, Keshav
Puram, Delhi-35 has applied for
conversion of the aforesaid Flat
No. A-1/119B situated in Keshav
Puram, Delhi-35 from lease hold
to free hold in DDA. The original
documents i.e Demand Letter &
Site Possession Letter in issued
by DDA having File No. F-
26(1875) 73 H.B of the above flat
have been lost. An FIR to this
effect has been lodged in Police
Station Crime Branch Delhi.  Any
person (S) Claiming any right,
interest, having any objection or
found in possession of original
documents may write contact
with above named person at
above address within 15 days
from the date of publication of this
notice. The person claiming any
right, interest, objections with
respect to this property can per-
sonally inform or write to Dy.
Director (LAB) H or Director (H)-
1, D-Block, 3rd Floor, Vikas
Sadan, INA, New Delhi.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Be it known to all that my client's
Sh. Dilip Kumar Chhabra and
Smt. Geeta Chhabra W/o of Sh.
Dilip Kumar Chhabra, Owner and
R/o House no.-54 55, Inder
Enclave, Rohtak Road, Opposite
Symphony Banquet, Paschim
Vihar, New Delhi-110087, has
disowned their son's Pulkit
Chhabra, Rubal Chhabra and
Kunal Chhabra from all their
immovable and movable proper-
ties, assets including above
owned house and severed all
relations with him due to their mis-
deeds, neglect, harassments and
unbecoming and injurious behav-
ior towards my clients, if anybody
deals with them will do so at
his/her/their own risk and respon-
sibility and my client's shall not be
responsible to any of the same.

ADITYA GUPTA Advocate
Chamber No. 130, 

Lawyers Block, Saket Court
Complex, New Delhi 110017

PUBLIC NOTICE
Be it known to all that my client's
Sh. Harvinder Singh Sethi S/o
Surinder Singh Sethi and Smt.
Kuljeet Kaur W/o of Harvinder
Singh Sethi Owner and R/o
House no,-11030, Street no.-3,
Doriwalan East Park Road, Karol
Bagh, New Delhi-110005, has
disowned their son Sh. Jasmeet
Singh Sethi, from all their immov-
able and movable properties,
assets including above owned
house and severed all relations
with him due to his misdeeds,
neglect, harassments and unbe-
coming and injurious behavior
towards my clients, if anybody
deals with him will do so at
his/her/their own risk and respon-
sibility and my client's shall not be
responsible to any of the same.

ADITYA GUPTA Advocate
Chamber No. 130, Lawyers

Block, Saket Court Complex,
New Delhi 110017

NAME CHANGE
I, Km. Neetu w/o Virendra
Kumar R/o H.No-1927,
Sainik Colony, Sector-49,
Nit Faridabad-121001,
Haryana, have changed my
name to Neetu Chaudhary
for all future purposes

NAME CHANGE
I, SARIKA W/o NO-
14842109Y HAV/MT
DHANAWADE N V R/o AT-
ZOLICHA KOND, POST-
WALAN, TEH-MAHAD,
DISTT-RAIGAD, MAHA-
RASHTRA-402302, have
changed my name from
SARIKA to SARIKA NILESH
DHANAWADE for all future
purposes vide affidavit
dated 10/08/2022 before
Notary Public Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, NO-16115427Y L/NK
HANAMANT BHAJANTRI S/O
MAHADEV R/O 571, KOLAVI,
BELGAUM, KARNATAKA-
591344, have changed my
minor son’s name from
SHREYASH HANAMANT
BHAJANTRI to SHREYAS
HANAMANT BHAJANTRI for
all future purposes.

NAME CHANGE
SURENDRA SINGH  S/O
LATE SH SHYAM SINGH
R/O D-183 MOTI BAGH 1,
NORTH NEW DELHI-110021
STATE THAT SURENDRA
SINGH AND SURENDER
SINGH IS THE NAME OF
THE SAME PERSON

NAME CHANGE
I, LADDALEY HUSSAIN S/O
TAKADIR HUSSAIN residing
at B-504, STREET NO-7,
KHADDA COLONY, JAITPUR
PART-2, DELHI-110044, have
changed my name to LADLE
HUSSAIN for all future purpose

NAME CHANGE
I, Sahreen Begum alias
Sheeren Begum R/o 36,
Gali Kababian Bazar Matia
Mahal, Jama Masjid, Delhi-
110006 have changed my
name to Shareen Begum.

NAME CHANGE
I, R RAJAKUMARI W/O NO-
14834299F NK/MT KASI
RAJAN K  R/O VILL-MADU-
RAI PERUMPATTUR, PO-
THELLUR, TEH- CHETPET,
PS-CHETPET, DISTT- TIRU-
VANNAMALAI, TAMIL NADU-
632313, have changed my
name from R RAJAKUMARI
to RAJAKUMARI  K for all
future purposes vide affidavit
dated 10/08/2022 before
Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, KIRAN RANI W/O NO-
14819469H HAV/MT
PURUSHOTTAM YADAV
R/O VILL-BARWATOLA, PO-
MAJHULIRAJ, PS- MAJHULI-
RAJ, DISTT-DEORIA, (U.P)-
274506, have changed my
name from KIRAN RANI to
KIRAN DEVI for all future pur-
poses vide affidavit dated
10/08/2022 before Notary
Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, Aman Kumar Gupta S/o
Devanand Gupta R/O 2nd
Floor, A-7/54, sec-16,
Rohini, New Delhi -110085
Have Changed My name
to Aman Gupta all future
purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, Yashveer Dagar R/o H. No.
456, Sector-9, Faridabad,
Haryana, have change my
name to Yashvir Dagar for all
future purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I Mohit Ojha S/o Surendra
Ojha R/o B-102,Grace Tower,
Aipl-The Peaceful Homes,
Sector-70A,Palra (164),
Gurgaon  Haryana-122101,
Have Changed my Name To
Mohitt S Ojha For All Purpose
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Bristol: The menu at The Canteen in campaigning charity Viva! difference in emissions between a 
southwest England doesn't just let hamburger and other dishes, he said he The restaurant's manager, Liam Stock, 
diners know how much a dish costs. did not necessarily want to be called the move a way to "see what we 
They can also check its carbon burdened with knowing his order's are doing; to understand and improve 
footprint.The carrot and beetroot calorie count or carbon footprint.When ourselves".The average British person 
pakora with yoghurt sauce is I go out to eat I just want to enjoy," he has an annual carbon footprint of more 
responsible for just 16 grams of CO2 added, noting he would be more than 10 tonnes, according to UK 
emissions. The aubergines with a miso inclined to change his ways when government figures.Britain has set the 
and harissa sauce with tabbouleh and grocery shopping.Laura Hellwig, ambitious goal of reducing harmful 
Zaatar toast caused 675 grams of campaigns manager at Viva!, said the emissions by 78 percent by 2035, 
carbon dioxide. carbon footprint figure should become compared with 1990 figures, in order 

compulsory.We are in a climate As customers weigh their options, the to meet its international climate change 
emergency and consumers have to be menu at the vegetarian restaurant in commitments.Switching to a plant-
able to make informed choices," said Bristol includes a comparison with a based diet is one of the most effective 
the activist.In her view, "most people dish that it does not serve: the ways for an individual to reduce their 
would actually choose for the planet" if emissions from a UK-produced carbon footprint, experts from the 
confronted with a comparison between hamburger.Three kilos for a burger, UN's Intergovernmental Panel on 
the carbon footprint of a meat-based wow! I can't believe it," exclaimed Climate Change said in April.
meal and a vegan dish.Stock said he Enyioma Anomelechi, a 37-year-old The livestock industry replaces CO2-
knew his restaurant's dishes would diner sipping a beer outside in the absorbing forests with land for grazing 
score low carbon footprints, as most of sunshine.The menu notes that a real and soy crops for cattle feed. The 
his ingredients are sourced regionally.beef burger's emissions is "10 times the animals also belch huge amounts of 

amount of its vegan alternative". "We didn't have to change anything," he methane, a potent greenhouse gas.
said, while admitting some surprises, The carbon footprints of businesses and Whether diners will let carbon footprints 
such as learning that imported spices consumers have come under growing influence their order choices remains 
drive up emissions.To calculate the scrutiny as countries scramble to limit unknown, but Stock said the menu 
dishes' footprints, The Canteen sent its global temperature increases to 1.5 innovation has stoked interest and 
recipes and the source of the degrees Celsius and to achieve net- support.In England if you're a big chain 
ingredients to a specialised company zero emission by 2050. restaurant, it's the law that you have to 
called MyEmissions.It is able to The Canteen became in July the first have calories on (the menu)," he said.
calculate the carbon impact from restaurant to agree to put its carbon "But a lot of people are saying... they're 
"cradle to store", taking into account footprint on the menu under a more interested in carbon."
farming, processing, transport and campaign spearheaded by UK vegan While Anomelechi noted the "huge" 
packaging.

NEWS BOX

Suspect in killing of four Muslim men arrested in New Mexico

In A First, UK Restaurant Puts Carbon Footprint On Menu

could be barred from holding federal enforcement in early Nebraska A woman from the US has been 
office and would face a prison term of up June, prior to the accused of helping her teenage daughter 
to three years.In one of the submissions to S u p r e m e  C o u r t  terminate her 24-week pregnancy. The 
the court, the authorities stated that the decision, mentioned matter came to the fore when Nebraska 
17-year-old girl “talks about how she a b o r t i o n .  T h e  Police gained access to her Facebook 
can’t wait to get the ‘thing’ out of her warrants concerned messages using a warrant and found 
body,” a detective wrote in court charges related to a messages in which the two discussed 
documents. “I will finally be able to wear criminal investigation medications for inducing an abortion and 
jeans,” she says in one of the messages. and court documents were planning to burn the foetus 
The daughter, who is now 18, is being indicate that police at afterwards.Till June, states in the US 
tried as an adult at prosecutors’ request. t h e  t i m e  w e r e  weren’t allowed to enforce abortion bans 

investigating the case until the point at which a foetus is The duo said the teen had unexpectedly 
of a stillborn baby considered viable outside the womb, given birth to a stillborn baby in the 
who was burned and which is at roughly 24 weeks.Corcoran shower early on April 22. According to 
buried, not a decision did not immediately respond to a request them, they wrapped the foetus in a bag, confirmed the date by consulting her 

to have an abortion."The social media for comment.The search is only an packed it in a box and buried the body Facebook messages, after which the cops 
giant said it will “fight back against investigative step and does not mean that with the help of a 22-year-old man several s o u g h t  t h e  w a r r a n t . F a c e b o o k ,  
requests that it thinks are invalid or too Trump will automatically face criminal kilometres away from their home. The meanwhile, said it “always scrutinises 
broad, but the company said it gave charges, or that he would be found guilty man told the police that the mother and every government request we receive to 
investigators information in about 88% of of any wrongdoing.It is a criminal offense daughter tried to burn the 23-week-old make sure it is legally valid”.
the 59,996 times when the government to conceal or destroy government records. foetus.Initially, the mother and daughter Facebook parent Meta’s spokesperson 
requested data in the second half of last Any person convicted of violating a U.S. said they forgot the date when the Andy Stone tweeted: "Nothing in the 
year”.law called the Government Records Act stillbirth happened, but the daughter later valid warrants we received from local law 

Facebook texts help US cops nail woman, 
teen daughter for burning, burying foetus

multiple firearms from the suspect's Taos Police in New Mexico on Tuesday 
home, detectives "discovered evidence arrested a man they called their prime 
that shows the offender knew the suspect in the fatal shootings of four 
victims to some extent, and an Muslim men in Albuquerque since 
interpersonal conflict may have led to November, a series of ambush killings 
the shootings," police said in a that have shaken the Islamic 
statement.Albuquerque and state community in the state's largest city.
authorities have been working to Police credited tips from the public in 
provide extra police presence at helping investigators locate a car that 
mosques during times of prayer as the detectives believed was used in at 
investigation proceeded in the city, least one of the killings and ultimately 

Mohammad Ahmadi, 62, a native of home to as many as 5,000 Muslims out track down the suspect, identified as 
Afghanistan, was killed on Nov. 7, of a total population of 565,000.The Muhammad Syed, 51, an Albuquerque 
2021, while smoking a cigarette ambush-style shootings of the men, all resident.Syed was formally charged 
outside a grocery store and cafe that he of Pakistani or Afghan descent, have with two of the homicides: those of 
ran with his brother in the southeastern terrified Albuquerque's Muslim Aftab Hussein, 41, and Muhammed 
part of the city.Police said the two community. Families went into hiding Afzaal Hussain, 27, killed on July 26 
killings with which Syed was initially in their homes, and some Pakistani and Aug. 1, respectively, but he is 
charged were tied together based on students at the University of New considered a suspect in all four 
bullet shell casings found at the two Mexico left town out of fear.murders, Albuquerque Police Chief 
murder scenes, and the investigation Imtiaz Hussain, whose brother worked as Harold Medina said at a news 
branched out from there.According to a city planning director and was killed conference.The latest victim, Nayeem 
police, detectives were preparing to on Aug. 1, said news of the arrest Hussain, 25, a truck driver who became 
search Syed's home in southeastern reassured many in the Muslim a U.S. citizen on July 8, was killed on 
Albuquerque on Monday when he community."My kids asked me, 'Can Friday, hours after attending the burial 
drove from the residence in the car that we sit on our balcony now?' and I said, of the two men slain in July and 
investigators had identified to the 'Yes,' and they said, 'Can we go out and August, both of them of Pakistani 
public a day earlier as a "vehicle of play now?' and I said, 'Yes,'" he said.descent.The first known victim, 
interest."In addition to recovering 

One killed as blasts rock Russia base in 
Crimea, Kyiv not taking responsibility

to acknowledge it had attacked territory London  One person was killed on Tuesday 
that Russia sees as its own.Podolyak, who when a Russian air base near seaside 
advises President Volodymyr Zelenskiy, resorts in the annexed Crimean peninsula 
suggested the blast could be down to was rocked by blasts that Moscow said 
Russian incompetence or an attack by were detonations of stored ammunition, 
partisans."People who are living under not the result of any attack.Witnesses said 
occupat ion unders tand that  the  they had heard at least 12 explosions 
occupation is coming to an end," he around 3:20 pm local time (1220 GMT) 
said.Russian news agencies quoted an f r o m  t h e  S a k y  a i r  b a s e  n e a r  
unnamed ministry source as saying "only Novofedorivka on the west coast of the 
a violation of fire safety requirements is peninsula, which Russia annexed from 
considered as the main reason for the Ukraine in 2014 and used in February as 
explosion of several ammunition stores at one of the launchpads for its invasion.
the Saky airfield.""There are no signs, Crimea, a holiday destination for many 
evidence or, even less, facts (to indicate) a Russians, has so far been spared the 
deliberate impact on ammunition stores," bombardment and artillery combat that 
the source was quoted as saying.Crimea's other areas of eastern and southern 
health department said one civilian had Ukraine have suffered.Russia's defence 
been killed and another eight injured.ministry was adamant the "detonation of 

Zelenskiy did not specifically mention the several aviation ammunition stores" had 
blasts in an evening video address but said caused an explosion, and initially said no blasts on Russian territory, saying it "once showing huge plumes of smoke in the 
it was right that people were focusing on one had been harmed. It said there had again draws attention to fire safety rules". distance.Novofedorivka and Saky are 
Crimea."The Black Sea region cannot be been no attack and no aviation equipment around 50 km (30 miles) north of The Russian governor of Crimea, Sergei 
safe while Crimea is occupied," he said, had been damaged.Asked whether Sevastopol, home of Russia's Black Sea Aksyonov, said a five-kilometre (three-
reiterating Kyiv's position that Crimea Ukraine was taking responsibility for the Fleet, which Moscow leased from Kyiv mile) exclusion zone had been established 
would have to be returned to Ukraine.blasts, presidential aide Mykhailo for decades before seizing and annexing around the air base, which is close to the 

Podolyak told the Dozhd online television Ukraine's defence ministry earlier issued a the peninsula from Ukraine in 2014, in a seaside resorts of Novofedorivka and 
channel: "Of course not. What do we have statement in a heavily suggestive tone move not recognised by most other Saky.Numerous videos taken from 
to do with this?"Moscow could accuse reminiscent of its response to unexplained countries.beaches were posted on social media, 
Kyiv of crossing a red line if Ukraine were 

Washington The US drug regulator on Tuesday (August 
9) authorized Bavarian Nordic's Jynneos vaccine for 
emergency use through intradermal injection in 
individuals aged 18 years and older who are 
determined to be at high risk of monkeypox infection.

The authorization from the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) will increase the total number of 
doses available for use by up to five-fold.

According to estimates shared during a briefing by White 
House monkeypox response coordinator, Bob Fenton, 
that means up to two million doses available from the 
400,000 remaining as of Tuesday.

It also allows individuals younger than 18 years to 
receive the vaccine by subcutaneous injection if they 
are determined to be at high risk of monkeypox 
infection.The move follows the Biden administration's 
decision on Tuesday to allow the FDA Commissioner 
to grant emergency use authorizations for monkeypox 
vaccines.For those aged 18 years and older determined 
to be at high risk of monkeypox infection, the 
authorization allows for a fraction of the Jynneos dose 
to be administered between the layers of the skin.Two 
doses of the vaccine given four weeks apart will still be 
needed, the agency said.The United States declared 
monkeypox a public health emergency last week, in an 
effort to bolster its response to contain the outbreak.

US expands monkeypox vaccine 
access by approving intradermal 
injection

Indian murder accused Jaysukh 
Ranpariya extradition case 

adjourned in UK
Jaysukh Ranpariya, wanted in India for murder and 

several other criminal offences, contested his 
extradition on mental health grounds and alleged 
political persecution at a two-day hearing at a 
London court which concluded on Tuesday.

District Judge Sarah-Jane Griffiths, presiding over 
the extradition case at Westminster Magistrates’ 
Court, adjourned the hearing for closing 
arguments to be heard later this year, in 

November and December.
The 41-year-old Gujarati accused, also known as 

Jayesh Patel, is wanted in India for a “pre-
planned conspiracy” to hire a contract killer for 
Rs 3 crore for the murder of prosecuting lawyer 
Kirit Joshi in April 2018. The court also heard that 
at the time of Ranpariya’s arrest in March 2021 in 
London, he was found in possession of “several 
fraudulent identity documents and bank cards”.

He is being held at Belmarsh Prison in south-east 
London and appeared in court for the hearing via 
video link, dressed in jeans and shirt.The Crown 
Prosecution Service (CPS), appearing on behalf 
of the Indian authorities, countered defence 
claims that Ranpariya posed a suicide risk and 
also pointed to a lack of any “supporting 
evidence” for his claim that the charges against 
h i m  w e r e  m o t i v a t e d  b y  “ p o l i t i c a l  
persecution”.CPS barrister Clair Dobbin QC also 
countered the defence arguments that Indian 
government assurances related to prison 
conditions in which Ranpariya would be held if 
extradited were unreliable.India being a friendly 
state, any assurances are given in good faith. 
There would have to be clear and cogent breaches 
for me to take exception,” Judge Griffiths noted 
during the hearing.Ranpariya remains in custody 
and will next appear for a 28-day call-over 
hearing, also via video link, at Westminster 
Magistrates’ Court on September 6.According to 
the Metropolitan Police in London, Ranpariya 
was arrested on March 16 last year in Sutton, 
south London, under an international arrest 
warrant issued the same day on behalf of the 
Indian authorities. The UK received a provisional 
extradition request from the Indian authorities for 
Ranpariya on charges of conspiracy to murder 
dating back to April 2018.

Elon Musk sells nearly $7 billion in 
Tesla shares amid Twitter legal 
battle
Washington Tesla Chief Executive Officer Elon Musk 

sold $6.9 billion worth of shares in the electric vehicle 
maker, tweeting it was important to avoid an 
emergency sale of Tesla stock amid a legal showdown 
with Twitter over a $44 billion takeover deal.Musk, the 
world's richest person, had said in April that there were 
"no further TSLA sales planned" - after he sold $8.5 
billion worth of shares in the company back then.

But legal experts have suggested that if Musk loses his 
battle against Twitter and is forced to complete the 
acquisition or pay a stiff penalty, he could conceivably 
have to sell more Tesla shares.Musk tore up his April 
25 agreement to buy the social media platform and the 
two sides face a drawn-out legal battle that could still 
cost Musk billions of dollars. The two sides head to 
trial on Oct. 17.In the latest stock sale, Musk sold about 
7.92 million shares between Aug.5 and Aug.9, 
according to multiple filings. He now owns 155.04 
million shares in Tesla.

The latest sales bring total stock sales by Musk to about 
$32 billion in less than one year.

President Biden ratifies US support 
for Finland, Sweden in NATO
Washington US President Joe Biden on Tuesday 

signed documents endorsing Finland and Sweden's 
accession to NATO, the most significant expansion 
of the military alliance since the 1990s as it responds 
to Russia's invasion of Ukraine.Biden signed 
theU.S. "instrument of ratification" welcoming the 
two countries, the final step for their endorsement by 
the United States.

"It was and is a watershed moment. I believe in the 
alliance and for the greater security and stability not 
only of Europe and the United States but of the 
world," he said of their entry into the post-World War 
Two alliance.The US Senate backed the expansion 
by an overwhelming 95-1 last week, a rare display of 
bipartisan unity in a bitterly divided Washington. 
Both Democratic and Republican Senators strongly 
approved membership for the two Nordic countries, 
describing them as important allies whose modern 
militaries already worked closely with NATO.

The vote was a sharp contrast with some rhetoric in 
Washington during the administration of former 
Republican President Donald Trump, who pursued 
an "America First" foreign policy and criticized 
NATO allies who failed to reach defense spending 
targets.

Sweden and Finland applied for NATO membership in 
response to Russia's Feb. 24 invasion of Ukraine. 
Moscow has repeatedly warned both countries 
against joining the alliance.Putin is getting "exactly 
what he did not want," with the two countries entry 
into the alliance, Biden said.NATO's 30 allies signed 
the accession protocol for Sweden and Finland last 
month, allowing them to join the nuclear-armed 
alliance once all member states ratify the decision.

The accession must be ratified by the parliaments of all 
30 North Atlantic Treaty Organization members 
before Finland and Sweden can be protected by 
Article Five, the defense clause stating that an attack 
on one ally is an attack on all.Ratification could take 
up to a year, although the accession has already been 
approved by a few countries including Canada, 
Germany and Italy.

New ‘Langya’ virus hits China, 35 
people infected
Beijing A new type of animal-derived Henipavirus has 

so far infected people in Shandong and Henan 
provinces of China, official media here reported on 
Tuesday.

The new type of Henipavius (also named Langya 
henipavirus, LayV) was found in throat swab samples 
from febrile patients in eastern China, state-run Global 
Times quoted media reports.

Scholars who participated in the study pointed out that 
this newly discovered Henipavirus, which may have 
come from animals, is associated with some febrile 
cases, and the infected people have symptoms 
including fever, fatigue, cough, anorexia, myalgia, and 
nausea.There is currently no vaccine or treatment for 
Henipavirus and the only treatment is supportive care 
to manage complications.The cases of Langya 
henipavirus so far have not been fatal or very serious, 
so there is no need for panic, Wang Linfa, a Professor in 
the Programme in Emerging Infectious Diseases at 
Duke-NUS Medical School who was involved in the 
study said, adding that it is still a cause for alert as many 
viruses that exist in nature have unpredictable results 
when they infect humans.Further investigation found 
that 26 out of 35 cases of Langya Henipavirus infection 
in Shandong and Henan provinces have developed 
clinical symptoms such as fever, irritability, cough, 
anorexia, myalgia, nausea, headache and vomiting, the 
report said.
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Jammu. The Election Commission of India supplements has been fixed for November after the end of the harsh winter in the constituencies as per the Delimitation 
has set a new deadline of November 25 for 19 before the publication of final electoral Kashmir Valley and the Chenab region. “The Commission's final order made applicable 
the final date for publication of electoral rolls rolls on November 25, an Election Election Commission of India in pursuance by the Union Law Ministry with effect from 
in Jammu and Kashmir. It said youngsters Commission's order, reproduced by the of legal amendments in Section 14 (b) of the May 20, 2022. “As part of the pre-revision 
attaining the age of 18 years on October 1 or Chief Electoral Officer's office in Jammu, Representation of People's Act 1950 and activities, the process of rationalisation/re-
earlier will be eligible to become voters in said.In May, the central government had consequent modifications in Registration of arrangement of Polling Stations, removal of 
the Union territory. issued a notification stating that the orders of Electors Rules whereby a provision for four discrepancies of Demographically Similar 

the Delimitation Commission which redrew qualifying dates (January 1, April 1, July 1 Entries/Photo Similar Entries, Duplicate Earlier, the EC had given a timeline of October 
electoral constituencies and provided six and October 1) as eligibility for youngsters EPIC, preparation of supplements and 31 for the publication of the finalised 
additional assembly seats to Jammu division to register in Electoral Rolls as opposed to integrated draft rolls with reference to electoral rolls in J-K, where the special 
and one to Kashmir would come into effect earlier single qualifying date of January 1 October 1, 2022 as the qualifying date is summary revision is being undertaken after a 
from May 20. According to the orders of the only, has been made, revised the Special going on at present in J&K.“The integrated gap of three years and the first such exercise 
Delimitation Commission, set up under the Summary Revision exercise for the UT of draft rolls with reference to October 1, 2022 after the boundaries of assembly seats were 
Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act of Jammu and Kashmir with reference to as qualifying date shall now be published by redrawn in the delimitation exercise.
2019, the Union territory will have 90 October 1, 2022 as qualifying date.“This all Electoral Registration Officers (EROs) of According to the rescheduled timeline issued 
assembly constituencies -- 43 in Jammu means that any person who attains the age of the UT on September 15, 2022, marking by the Election Commission, an integrated 
Division and 47 in Kashmir Valley -- with 18 years on or before October 1, 2022 and is formal beginning of the revision activities,” draft electoral roll will be published on 
nine of them being reserved for the otherwise qualified to be enrolled as an the order said.September 15. The period for filing claims 
Scheduled Tribes. Lt Governor Manoj Sinha elector in the Electoral Roll, can apply for his In order to provide more opportunities to the and objections has been set between 
had assured that the assembly elections will registration during the Revision,” the order youth of Jammu and Kashmir, the order said, September 15 to October 25 followed by 
take place in Jammu and Kashmir after the said. It noted that presently, the pre-revision the commission has extended the period for disposal of claims and objections on 
completion of the ongoing revision of activities as well as post-delimitation follow filing of claims and objections from 30 days November  10.Check ing  of  heal th  
electoral rolls.However, political observers up, work is going on in Jammu and Kashmir to 40 days, i.e. September 15 to October 25, parameters and obtaining the commission's 
are of the opinion that the much-awaited wherein the existing electoral rolls are being 2022.permission for final publication and 
polls are likely to be deferred to next year mapped into newly delimited assembly updating database and printing of 

Operation To Rescue 
Punjab Boy Who Fell 
Into Drain Continues

Over 900 Deaths Due 
To Accidents Caused By 
Cattle In Haryana In 5 

Years: Report

Chandigarh. Over 900 people died 
in road accidents caused by stray 
cattle in Haryana in the last five 
years, the state government has 
informed the assembly.

A total of 3,383 such road accidents 
occurred during the five-year 
period in the state, Agriculture 
and Animal Husbandry Minister 
JP Dalal said in response to a 
written question on Tuesday.

In these accidents, 919 people lost 
their lives and 3,017 sustained 
injuries, he said in response to a 
question raised by Independent 
MLA Balraj Kundu during the 
ongoing session of the assembly.

Legislator Kundu also sought to 
know if there was any proposal 
u n d e r  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t ' s  
consideration to solve the 
problem of stray cattle wandering 
on roads in the state.

In his response, Mr Dalal said over 
one lakh stray animals have been 
rehabilitated during 2020-21 and 
2021-22 in various shelters. The 
government was also providing 
financial assistance to these cow 
shelters, he added.

Mr Dalal informed that financial 
assistance for fodder amounting 
to ? 17.75 crore, ? 29.50 crore and 
? 13.50 crore during 2021-21, 
2021-22 and 2022-23 (so far) 
respectively has been provided to 
569 'gaushalas' registered with the 
Haryana Gau Seva Aayog.

"In order to control the male cattle 
population, the government is 
promoting the use of sexed sorted 
semen by providing it at a highly 
subsidised rate for artificial 
insemination," the minister said in 
the reply.

Ahead of Independence Day this Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
year, the Indian Postal Service is launched the "Har Ghar Tiranga" 
providing free doorstep delivery c a m p a i g n  l a s t  m o n t h  t o  
of the Indian flag. The tricoloured encourage people to bring the 
flag can be purchased online Indian flag home and hoist it to 
through the India Post's portal at a mark the 75th year of India's 
price of ? 25 (no GST will be independence. The idea behind 
applicable on it). The flag, the initiative is to invoke the 
without the pole, will have a feeling of patriotism in the hearts 
dimension of 20 inches x 30 of the people and to celebrate 
inches. Those interested to buy Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav in the 
the flag can place an order from spirit of Jan Bhagidari (public 
t h e  e P o s t o f f i c e  p o r t a l .  participation).
Alternatively, they can also visit According to the Ministry of 
the nearest post office to purchase Culture, states, Union Territories, 
the national flag. and ministries are participating 

India Post announced on Twitter on extensively in the campaign with 
Tuesday that to facilitate sales and full fervour. NGOs and self-help 
distribution of Tiranga under Har groups from various places are be made for the sale of national g o v e r n m e n t ' s  b u d g e t a r y  
Ghar Tiranga campaign, all post already contributing toward flags on public holidays through document, India has the largest 
offices will function on holidays making Har Ghar Tiranga, an at least one counter at post offices, postal network in the world with 
falling before Independence Day iconic benchmark in the success it further said on its website. 155,000 post offices 89 per cent 
2022. Special arrangements will path of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.are in the rural areas.A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  c e n t r a l  

buy the flag for ? 20 and put it up at their Chandigarh. In yet another instance of friendly The BJP MP's remarks came amid the 
homes. "We have been told not to give ration fire, BJP MP Varun Gandhi has taken a veiled government's grand plans to celebrate 75 
to anyone who refuses to buy the flag. We have dig at the centre over a viral video that shows years of Independence under the Azadi ka 
to do what we are ordered to," he said.several people alleging that they were forced Amrit Mahotsav this year. 'Har Ghar Tiranga' 

Soon after the video went viral, the depot to buy a national flag for ? 20 when they went is a campaign under the Azadi Ka Amrit 
to ration stores to pick up Mahotsav.
provisions. As part of the drive, Prime 

The Pilibhit MP, who has been Minister Narendra Modi has 
targeting his party over a host of changed the display picture 
issues, shared the video on on his social media accounts 
Twitter with a post that read, "It to "Tiranga" (tricolour or 
wou ld  be  un fo r tuna te  i f  national flag) and urged the 
celebrations to mark the 75th citizens to do the same.”It is a 
anniversary of Independence special 2nd August today! At 
become a burden for the poor.” a time when we are marking 

"Ration card holders are being Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, 
forced to buy the national flag or our nation is all set for 
denied a share of grains they are # H a r G h a r T i r a n g a ,  a  
entitled to. It is shameful to collective movement to 
extract the price of 'Tiranga', celebrate our Tricolour. I 
which lives is in the heart of every have changed the DP on my 
Indian, by snatching the poor's social media pages and urge 
morsel of food," Mr Gandhi you all to do the same," he 
added. tweeted earlier this month.owner's licence was suspended. Deputy 

In the video, recorded by a news portal in Varun Gandhi's latest remark is the latest in a Commissioner Anish Yadav said action has 
Haryana's Karnal, people are seen alleging series of attacks he has launched on the been taken against the depot owner for 
that they were forced to pay ? 20 and buy the government led by his party.misleading the people. He appealed to the 
national flag when they went to collect ration Earlier, he has criticised the government's move people to inform the administration if there are 
at a state-run depot. to scrap railway concession to the elderly, the similar instances. He said the national flags 

A man in the video, who appears to be a staff at introduction of GST on packaged food items are being sold at the ration depots for the 
the ration depot, says that they had received and the centre's new recruitment scheme for convenience of the people, and they can buy 
orders that each person taking ration had to armed forces, 'Agnipath'.them if they want to. 

people expect them to, they will nothing of that sort now. The hearing is a lot of speculation. So, Patna. Numbers show that Nitish 
be a formidable force. If they are mandate was with NDA, but now a let this 'maybe' settle down."Kumar's image is not "teflon-
not able to govern well, it could new formation is in place," Mr coated", election strategist "Let people judge who has the ability 
turn out to be a disadvantage to Kishore said. "I am not saying it is Prashant Kishor told NDTV to become the Prime Minister. 
then in 2024," Mr Kishor told . an opportunistic formation, just hours ahead of the ceremony in Even to become a contender, a lot 
Stressing that the Grand Alliance stating facts. This formation has which the Janata Dal United of parties have to agree. It is a 
2.0 is "very different" from its seven parties and no mandate. leader would take oath as Bihar function of popularity," he added.
2015 edition, he said, "This is not There is a huge difference between Chief Minister for the eighth Mr Kishor had joined the Nitish 
the same as 2015. In 2015, there the two," he added.time. Kumar-led party in 2018 but was 
was a mandate to govern. This Nitish Kumar's sudden move has Mr Kishor, who was earlier a part sacked two years later on the 
formation of Mahagathbandhan is sparked speculation that the JDU of Nitish Kumar's Janata Dal ground of indiscipline.

said, "If you look at the hard facts, not that. That formation had an leader wants to make a dash for the (United), was speaking after a day  Asked if there is any chance of a there is a huge difference. In 2010, extrapolation beyond Bihar." Prime Minister's post in the 2024 of high drama in the politically political rapprochement with JDU, he had 117 MLAs, in 2015 he had The 2015 Mahagathbandhan led by general election.significant state that saw Mr Mr Kishor said, "It's not on the 72 and now 43. Many political RJD and JDU had registered a Kumar walk out of the alliance Asked if Mr Kumar is a credible face table at all. I am doing my work, he commentators say his image is decisive victory over the BJP. with the BJP and tie up with Lalu for the top post, Mr Kishor said, "I is doing his. A political formation teflon-coated. The numbers don't However, two years later, Nitish Prasad's Rashtriya Janata Dal. The have not heard about Nitish Kumar will survive only if people's lives show that." Kumar had walked out of the BJP has accused Mr Kumar of pitching himself as one of the become better.
He added that is how the Grand alliance over corruption charges betraying the public mandate and contenders (for PM post). I have  Otherwise, this is the sixth attempt at Alliance 2.0 works in Bihar over against Tejashwi Yadav and joined stressed that voters will not forgive no t  heard  even  the  o ther  a new formation in the past 10 the next few months that would hands with the BJP.him. To a query on whether Nitish constituents of Opposition coming years. If people are not happy, any determine its impact on the 2024 Kumar continues to be as popular "In 2015, a new experiment was together and telling that this is a political formation is bound to general election. "If the formation as he was five years ago, Mr Kishor taken to the people. There is path they want to take. What we are collapse.”is effective in delivering what 

Ex Aide Prashant Kishor's "Teflon" Dig 
At Nitish Kumar As He Takes Oath

"Shameful": BJP's Varun Gandhi On 
'Buy National Flag To Get Ration' Video

Omicron's More 
Transmissible New Sub-
Variant Detected In 
Delhi: Official

New Delhi. A new sub-variant of Covid's 
Omicron variant was detected in New Delhi, 
according to an official on Wednesday.

The new sub-variant has been identified as BA-
2.75 which was detected in a study report of 
90 samples sent for genome sequencing.

Dr Suresh Kumar, Medical Director of LNJP 
Hospital said that the new sub-variant has 
more transmissibility which infects even 
those with antibodies.

"Omicron's subvariant BA-2.75 has been found 
in the report. It has more transmission rate. 
This has emerged in the study report of 90 
samples sent for genome sequencing. This 
new sub-variant also attacks people already 
having antibodies and also those who have 
taken the Covid vaccines in their body," Dr 
Suresh Kumar said. Further details into the 
matter are awaited.

A total of 3,383 such road 

accidents occurred during the 

five-year period in the state.

Har Ghar Tiranga Campaign: India Post To Deliver 
National Flag For Free, Here's How To Buy It Online

Final Publication Date For Kashmir Electoral 
Rolls Rescheduled For Nov 25

Kapurthala, Punjab. A 29-member team of 
the National Disaster Response Force 
(NDRF) on Wednesday was leading a rescue 
operation to locate a boy who fell into a drain 
here, officials said on Wednesday.

The rescue operation has been going on for the 
past 20 over hours but the one-and-a-half-
year-old boy could not be taken out of the 
drain, they said.

Senior Superintendent of Police Navneet Singh 
Bains said the rescue teams have searched the 
drain and removed garbage from it but so far 
the child could not be traced.

He said the operation will continue till the boy is 
taken out of the drain. The boy has been 
identified as Abhilash, son of migrants Surjit 
and Munisha, police said.

The incident took place on Tuesday when the 
boy, along with his four-year-old sister, was 
crossing the drain (nullah) by walking over a 
half feet wide cemented pole kept over it, they 
said.The child slipped and fell into the choked 
drain, police said. His sister raised an alarm 
following which people from surrounding 
areas gathered to locate the child, they added.

On Tuesday evening, Kapurthala Deputy 
C o m m i s s i o n e r  Vi s h e s h  S a r a n g a l  
requisitioned a team of the NDRF from 
Bathinda to carry out the rescue operation.

Earlier, JCB machines and workers of the 
municipal corporation, who clean sewers, 
were pressed into service to rescue the boy 
from the slush of the nullah, police said. Later, 
heavy machinery was also deployed to break 
concrete slabs on sewage to rescue the child, 
they said.

Probe Agency Raids 
Houses Of Karuvannur 
Bank Fraud Accused

Thrissur, Kerala.  The Enforcement 
Directorate (ED) on Wednesday carried out 
raids at locations linked to the accused in the  
300 crore Karuvannur Cooperative bank 
scam, which triggered a political row in 
Kerala recently.

Sources in the ED told PTI that searches were 
conducted simultaneously at the residences of 
all the five accused in Kerala's Thrissur 
district."The officials from the ED unit in 
Kochi conducted the searches and other 
details cannot be divulged right now," they 
said.The action comes at a time when the 
agitated depositors are on a warpath against 
the management of the ruling CPI(M)-
controlled Karuvannur Cooperative bank, 
located at Irinjalakuda, demanding return of 
their investment.

The Opposition Congress had recently urged 
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan to hand over 
the investigation into the Cooperative bank 
scam to CBI, alleging that there was not much 
progress in the ongoing probe by the state 
agencies. After a brief interval, the bank again 
sparked a controversy last month over the 
death of a woman depositor, whose family 
had alleged that she was denied money for 
advanced treatment by the management 
despite having lakhs of rupees as deposit in 
the bank.

They also staged a protest sit-in in front of the 
bank with the woman's body, following which 
opposition parties came out against the ruling 
CPI(M) which controls the bank.

The loan scam was reported in the bank, located 
in Thrissur district, in July 2021, following 
which a case was registered against six bank 
officials and an inquiry launched. After 
several people including local customers 
raised apprehensions about the bank's 
functioning, an audit was conducted there 
recently, in which the charges were reportedly 
found to be true. During the inspection, it was 
also found that loans were sanctioned on the 
property pledged by local customers without 
their knowledge and the loan amount was 
credited multiple times to the select account.
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threat to national security, New Delhi has been quick and Even as India’s first indigenous aircraft carrier 
firm in raising concerns with Sri Lanka about the Vikrant, built by Kerala-based Cochin Shipyard 
scheduled docking of a high-tech Chinese research Ltd, is all set to be commissioned, the US Navy 
vessel at the Hambantota port. At the same time, India has awarded a contract to Larsen & Toubro’s 
has been reaching out to IOR countries under Mission shipyard at Kattupalli (Tamil Nadu) for the 
SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in the Region) to maintenance of cargo ship Charles Drew. This is 
augment their naval prowess and provide aid in the form the first time that a US naval ship has docked in 
of food, vaccines and medicines.India for repairs; the Ministry of Defence has 

stated that the event ‘signifies the capabilities of The Union Government’s decision to domestically procure 
Indian shipyards in the global ship-repairing seven next-generation corvettes at an estimated 
market’. India has six major shipyards with a collective cost of Rs 36,000 crore underlines the trust 
turnover of around $2 billion. They are gaining being reposed in the country’s ship-building industry. 
international recognition for providing cost- The strategic and economic importance of oceans and 
effective and extensive ship repair and coasts make it imperative for the Indian Navy — which 
maintenance services through the use of had played a significant role in the nation’s triumph in the 
advanced maritime technology platforms. 1971 war — to not only achieve self-reliance but also 

leverage its capabilities in the international arena. The These are good tidings for the Indian ship-building 
worth of India’s defence exports has risen from about Rs industry as well as the ‘Make in India’ 
1,500 crore to around Rs 13,000 crore in the past few programme in the defence sector. The sharp focus 

Indian Ocean Region (IOR) has prompted India to make years. India’s shipyards are poised to become an integral on naval innovation and indigenisation is grounded in 
greater efforts to safeguard its maritime interests. Citing a part of this ambitious journey. geopolitical realities. China’s growing presence in the 

 Why Now? 3 Reasons 
For Nitish Kumar's 
Meltdown With BJP

Freedom from decadence

Ease of justice wanted for undertrials
of arrest for the purpose of seeking attendance of a The Prime Minister, while addressing the inaugural 
person for questioning. It was made mandatory for the session of the first All-India District Legal Services 
police to justify the need for arrest, citing reasons. The Authorities on July 30, expressed concern over 
amendments have, however, not yielded the desired undertrial prisoners languishing in jails for want of legal 
results.It is interesting to recall that in the wake of advice. He urged the judiciary to speed up the process of 
amendments to Section 41 of the CrPC in 2009, their release. He emphasised that ease of justice was as 
lawyers all over the country had gone on strike.important as ease of living and ease of doing business.

The Indian Police Foundation, a think tank of The Supreme Court, on August 5, asked the Centre to think 
distinguished persons from different walks of life, ‘out of the box’ and consider dropping trial proceedings 
organised a workshop on ‘The Law and Practice of against those who are involved in not very serious 
Arrests’ on July 30. The discussions brought out that offences and have already spent one-third of the 
the mindset of stakeholders in the criminal justice maximum sentence.Earlier, on July 11, the court had 
system is the main reason for the unnecessary arrestsIt observed that in a democracy, there should never be an 
is also a fact that police officers quite often abuse their impression that it is a police state. It recommended that 
power of arrest and magistrates are generally “there is a pressing need” to reform the laws on bail, 
indifferent towards taking cognisance of unnecessary considering that jails in the country are flooded with 
arrests by the subordinate police officers.undertrial prisoners and the majority need not even have 

been arrested despite the registration of a cognisable According to psychologists, this mindset is a byproduct 
offence. It went on to say that arrest was a draconian of age-old practices and the organisational sub-culture. 
measure, resulting in curtailment of liberty and, as such, It must change and, for that, it may be necessary to limit 
should be used sparingly. the discretionary powers of the police, ensure strict 

supervision, give deterrent punishment to the The total prison population of the country, according to the 
delinquents and have rigorous judicial oversight.National Crime Record Bureau figures for 2020, was 

4,88,511. The comparative figure for the USA, In the Arnesh Kumar case, the Supreme Court has 
according to the World Prison Brief, was 20,68,800 and already fixed the onus on the magistrates to ensure that 
16,90,000 for China.The rate of prison population no person is needlessly arrested.Pendency of cases has 
(prisoners per one lakh) for India works out to 35 while a direct impact on the number of persons inside jails. 

Joginder Singh case (1994), clarified that the power to interrogation or conducting a test identification parade. for the USA it is as high as 629 and for China 119. The Law Minister recently gave very disturbing figures 
arrest is different from the need to arrest. The law In most other cases, ‘appearance notice’ could be issued of cases pending in courts at different levels. These are: In terms of pre-trial detainees, however, the US figures are 
mandates that arrest should be need-based only. The to ensure the attendance of a person at the police station. Supreme Court — 72,062; high courts — 59,45,709; much better at 23.3 per cent only. China’s figures are not 
National Human Rights Commission, in its guidelines The UK enacted the Bail Act in 1976 which codified the district and subordinate courts — 4,19,79,353. The known, but should be very high. In India, it is 76.1 per 
on arrests issued in 2000, prescribed that arrests should procedures involved in the grant of bail. “Reducing the judiciary must set its own house in order.cent, which is a cause for serious concern.
be resorted to keeping in view a person's complicity as size of the inmate population” was one of the aims of the 

The Tokyo Rules (1990) for non-custodial measures Notwithstanding the recommendations of various 
well as the need to effect arrest. It cannot be justified legislation.

prescribe that pre-trial detention shall be used as a last commissions and committees as well as directions of the 
merely because the police have the power to arrest The Malimath Committee on Reforms in the Criminal resort and alternatives to pre-trial detention should be Supreme Court from time to time, the number of 
without warrant. Justice System also recommended that no arrests should employed as far as possible.undertrials has been swelling year after year. The Law 

The United Kingdom witnessed a similar phenomenon of be made in offences punishable only with fine or Minister recently talked of more than 3.5 lakh undertrial In our criminal justice system, as admitted by Chief Justice 
large number of prisoners incarcerated without trial. The offences punishable with fine as an alternative prisoners languishing in jails. In the early eighties, the NV Ramana, “the process is the punishment”. This must 
Royal Commission (1962) was thereupon tasked to punishment.Subsequently, Section 41 of the Criminal National Police Commission had reported that nearly 60 stop. Arbitrary and needless arrests must end and 
suggest remedial measures. It recommended that arrest Procedure Code (CrPC), authorising the police to arrest per cent of the arrests made by the police were either appropriate measures should be initiated to speed up the 
should not be necessary for taking fingerprints or for without warrant, was amended in 2009. The concept of unnecessary or unjustified.The Supreme Court, in the release of undertrials without any further delay.
seeking the presence of a person for the purpose of ‘appearance notice’ was introduced in India also in place 

Naval booster

The lasting legacy of Nitish Kumar and his politics 
will certainly include this: that he is one of the 
smartest politicians who deliberately made few 
'stupid' mistakes, a politician who successfully 
swung between two extreme ideological positions 
and used both to maximum advantage. He has 
mastered the art of walking on the thin ice and 
thinking about himself and nobody else. He 
carries the pretence of secularism and socialism 
but has had an illegitimate romantic relationship 
with communal politics. While writing, it is 
almost clear that he is ready again to ditch the BJP 
and sign up again for a secular formation; but as 
Lalu Yadav, who has served as both his friend and 
foe, says, it's difficult to predict Nitish Kumar's 
decisions.   

For over 20 years, Nitish Kumar has not been 
comfortable with Narendra Modi and his brand of 
politics. He decided to break with the BJP when it 
decideded to project Modi as the Prime 
Ministerial candidate in 2013. In the subsequent 
assembly elections in 2015, he contested with the 
RJD led by Lalu Yadav; together, they formed the 
government which could not complete its term 
and in 2017, Nitish broke the alliance on flimsy 
grounds and aligned with PM Modi. But the PM 
neither forgets nor forgives a slight. In 2019, the 
BJP needed Nitish Kumar to max out on Bihar's 
Lok Sabha seats, so it conceded five seats to 
Nitish which BJP had won in 2014. But Plan B 
was ready.To teach Nitish Kumar a lesson for 
ditching him in 2013, the PM gave him only one 
cabinet berth in 2019. Nitish Kumar found this 
humiliating but could do nothing. If he had broken 
with the BJP at that point, he would have been 
branded an opportunist. Then the PM struck again 
- he  inducted a close confidante of his from Nitish 
Kumar's party, RCP Singh, in his Cabinet. Nitish 
Kumar felt betrayed by RCP Singh but he waited. 
When RCP Singh's Rajya Sabha term ended 
recently, Nitish Kumar ensured there was no 
extension.But this was hardly a win. The plan to 
damage him permanently, weaken his bargaining 
power vis-a-vis the BJP, and subsequently finish 
him as a politician so that the BJP can form its 
government on its own in the future had been put 
into motion. Nitish Kumar knew this even as the 
leadership of both parties claimed that the alliance 
would continue in 2024 for the general election 
and then for the Bihar assembly election in 2025.

Bihar is the only Hindi-speaking state where the 
BJP has never formed a government on its own. 
Despite getting 74 of a total of 243 seats in the 
general election last year, it had to accept Nitish 
Kumar as Chief Minister despite his getting only 
43 seats. In terms of seats and vote percentage, the 
JDU was third in the pecking order. It was clear 
that Nitish Kumar was losing his home ground.

After the death of Ram Vilas Paswan, the BJP 
engineered a split in his Lok Jan Shakti Party, 
isolated his son Chirag Paswan, and later used 
him to weaken Nitish Kumar. Chirag Paswan 
attacked Nitish Kumar and placed his candidates 
against the JDU's so that the BJP gained a big 
advantage. Chirag Paswan was naive enough to 
think he would be rewarded handsomely later but 
he got nothing. Nitish Kumar witnessed this 
helplessly. Local BJP leaders mocked him. But 
his consolation was that the BJP had no leader to 
pit against him for the top job. He knew that BJP 
had no leader to run the government if BJP 
decided. He was also sure that BJP could not form 
government on its own. They needed him. After 
the polls, all this came true. But Nitish Kumar 
knew that his appointment as Chief Minister was a 
temporary truce.So why has Nitish Kumar 
decided to bite the bullet now? There are three 
main reasons:

Tejashwi Yadav, son of Lalu Yadav, is ready to ally 
again with Nitish Kumar who accused him of 
corruption in their previous shared government. 
Lalu Yadav has reportedly persuaded Tejashwi 
Yadav that working again with Nitish Kumar is 
needed. But it is Tejashwi Yadav who has more 
seats than Nitish Kumar. So that could impact 
their negotiations.

In an environment filled with the excitement of hyper-
nationalism, the much-hyped Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, 
and now PM Modi’s urge to enthuse people through ‘Har 
Ghar Tiranga’, is it possible for one to be sad? Or, is it that 
in our times even sadness can be criminalised? Before I 
write a sad story, it is important to say that as I recall the 
legacy of the freedom struggle — the tales of courage and 
sacrifice, or the intense process of politico-cultural and 
spiritual churning, or the very meaning of decolonisation 
of consciousness, I experience the finest emotions like 
humility and gratitude.What else can you feel when you 
recall an intellectually and ethically vibrant young man 
like Bhagat Singh conquering the fear of death, and 
writing his diary in the prison? Or, how is it possible not to 
be moved when you recall an old man called Mohandas 
Karamchand Gandhi with his frail body walking through 
Bengal and Bihar almost like Jesus Christ, and radiating 
the message of love, harmony and reconciliation when the 
fire of communal frenzy was destroying our sanity? Or, 
for that matter, is it possible to remain indifferent when 
you think of some of the finest debates that aroused the 
imagination of the nation — Gandhi and Ambedkar 
debating on social justice and representation, or the 
exchange of philosophically and culturally nuanced 
letters between Gandhi and Tagore, or for that matter, 
Jawaharlal Nehru with his romanticism and profound 
scholarship reimagining India — an old civilisation in the 
process of modernising itself with the spirit of scientific 
temper and some sort of social welfarism?However, what 
is sad is that after 75 years of Independence we find 
ourselves amid the all-pervading decadence. We can’t 
hide this politico-cultural decadence in this asymmetrical 

of fundamentalist and exclusivist doctrines of religion of debate and discussion. It is exceedingly difficult to and violent society through the clever play of statistics — 
invades the realm of culture and politics in contemporary distinguish the ‘prime time’ television discussions the mathematics of growth rate, the success stories of 
India, we see ugliness everywhere. The assertion of loud (barring exceptions) from the propaganda machinery; and Indian billionaires, the might of the Indian Army, the 
symbolism, the radiation of aggression and militancy in the instantaneity of social media messaging further shining gated communities in smart enclaves in our mega 
the name of ‘protecting’ one’s religion, the alliance of the strengthens the toxic mentality. No wonder, the ethos of cities, or, for that matter, the proliferation of software 
priestcraft and militant nationalists, and the reduction of civility in public life disappears. This also promotes anti-engineers in India. We need to be honest to acknowledge 
average consciousness into a life-negating binary (say, intellectualism — a condition conducive to the growth of this decadence, say, the decadence in the domain of 
you can prove your loyalty to Hinduism only if you totalitarian thinking.religion, culture and politics.
castigate, stigmatise and hate Muslims as anti-national The irony is that as it is almost impossible to come across From Swami Vivekananda to Sri Aurobindo, or from 
conspirators) — the mood of the assertive nation indicates committed Gandhians and non-reductionist Marxists in Gandhi to Tagore, we could see a nuanced reflection on 
our fall, or our psychic and moral degeneration. the mainstream politics, even the Opposition becomes the religiosity of life in the process of Indian awakening 

And this fall is deeply related to yet another narrative of shallow. The lure of money, the obsession with power, the during the freedom struggle. Vivekananda’s practical 
decadence: the steady process of the withering away of the death of ideology, the normalisation of muscle power, the Vedanta was an inspiration to see and tap the innate 
fundamentals of the democratic spirit — the sensitivity to recurrence of defection: these vices unite the political potential in the subaltern, and reconstruct modern India 
cultural pluralism, the nuanced art of debate and dialogue, class, irrespective of ‘colour’. There seems to be no hope through the practice of karmayoga filled with love and 
and the practice of civility in public life. Imagine what we in the prevalent practice of electoral politics which, compassion. Aurobindo reminded us of the beauty of the 
learned from the freedom struggle — the striving for because of its very nature, eliminates honest people from meditative quest for integrating the physical, vital, mental 
swaraj, the depths in satyagraha, or the continual quest for the system.The spectacle in the name of Azadi ka Amrit and psychic states of being, and moving towards a stage of 
freedom from the chains of domination. However, these Mahotsav will further boost the ego of the nation’s higher consciousness. Gandhi sought to experiment with 
days as we experience the cult of narcissism and rising ‘messiah’. And who would bother to hear sad stories at the truth, and integrate the redemptive power of love, ahimsa 
authoritarianism, we find ourselves amid the time of visually attractive patriotism? Yet, if we are brave and anasakti yoga. And Tagore’s sublime prayers and 
normalisation of FIRs against political dissenters, sedition enough to acknowledge this sadness, we might initiate poetic universalism enchanted our souls, and inspired us 
charges, arbitrary arrests, and a culture of surveillance. We another freedom struggle — freedom from the politico-to see the hollowness of all sorts of limiting identities, and 
are also witnessing the massive deterioration in the culture cultural decadence.the violence of modern nationalism.As the rise of all sorts 

India’s ship-building industry making rapid strides

There is a steady withering away of the fundamentals of democratic spirit
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Ridhi Dogra Slams Those Blaming 
Her For Raqesh and Shamita's 
Break-Up, Calls It 'Nonsense'

he news of Shamita Shetty and Raqesh Bapat’s 
break-up left ShaRa fans upset and heartbroken. 
While some of the social media users respected T

their decision, others also blamed Raqesh’s former 
wife and actress Ridhi Dogra for the same. The 
incessant trolling and name-calling compelled Ridhi 
to issue a statement, calling out her online bullies who 
were relentlessly putting the onus of Shamita and 
Raqesh’s split on her.

“Ok guys. I’m seeing the nonsense being spewed 
towards me for absolutely no reason coz of Raq. Well 
he has been my friend before during and post out 
marriage and I stand by all my friends and wish them 
well in whatever they decide for themselves," Ridhi 
Dogra’s statement read.

She also stated that she would like to give a hug to 
everyone who is currently shaming her as she feels 
they are deeply hurt by Raqesh’s break-up with 
Shamita. “And while I understand fandom and your 
passion towards your stars, I would love to personally 
hug out everyone trolling me unnecessarily coz I feel 
you all are deeply hurt. But this entire situation that I 
am being constantly being pulled into is not even 
being remotely my circus. So please for your own 
sakes stop this negativity," the statement added.

“I truly want to send you all love and healing. But of 
course…After this explanation (that I honestly don’t 
need to give but I am doing it so you all get peace), if 
you still want to continue being negative and if 
beating me down helps you channelize your hurt. I’m 
happy to help," Ridhi further wrote.

For the unversed, Ridhi Dogra tied the knot with 
Raqesh Bapat in 2011. However, the two parted ways 
in 2019. Later, Raqesh fell in love with Shamita 
Shetty in the Bigg Boss OTT house and they started to 
date each other. Last month, Raqesh and Shamita 
issued separate statements and announced that they 
are no longer together.

Mouni Roy Kisses Suraj 
Nambiar, Shares Mushy 
Pics With Husband on 

His Birthday, Take a Look

ouni Roy seems to be having the time of her 
life as she celebrates her husband Suraj 
Nambiar’s birthday today. It is all the more M

special for the couple since it is Suraj’s first birthday 
after their marriage. The couple tied the knot on 
January 27 this year. The actress today posted a 
series of photos on her Instagram account that show 
the couple celebrating Suraj's birthday on a yacht 
with pristine water in the backdrop.

The husband-wife were twinning in white outfits and 
the actress looked glamorous in a body-hugging 
dress. In the pictures, the couple looks very much in 
love as they are seen kissing each other on the cheek. 
Inside the yacht, Mouni is seen enjoying a glass of 
champagne and the series of photos ended with the 
duo sharing a kiss.

Sharing the photos, Mouni wrote a touching birthday 
wish, “Happy birthday, the shining star of my life 
and the giver of best cuddles and kisses in the world. 
I can’t wait to spend an eternity together. My 
everything, the best part of me. Am just the luckiest 
to have wished you into my reality."

The comments section was filled with wishes too. 
Actress Teejay Sidhu commented, “Happy happy 
birthday to Suraj, special one because it's your first 
married birthday! Be happy and blessed always.” 
along with a heart and folded hands emoji. TV 
actress Guunjan Vikkas Manaktala said, “Happy 
birthday to your other half MO. Stay blessed” with a 
sparkles emoji and a heart hands emoji.

Mouni also reposted the wishes for Suraj from her 
friends and industry colleagues where she can be 
seen partying with Manmeet Singh, Arjun Bijlani 
and Mandira Bedi among others

The actress will next be seen in Brahmastra: Part One 
– Shiva. The film will release on 9th September this 
year..

sha Gupta has cultivated a loyal fan base from her fans. Several fans have dropped heart 
through her acting chops and gorgeous emojis in the comment box and professed their 
looks. The 36-year-old has won many love for the beautiful actress. One fan wrote, E

hearts with her performances in films like “Chocolate girl.” Another fan wrote, 
Jannat 2 and Rustom among others. Esha also “Stunning, gorgeous and sizzling.”On the work 
has an impressive presence on social media and front, Esha was last seen in Prakash Jha’s web 
regularly posts sizzling pictures of herself on series Aashram 3. The lead cast of Aashram 3 
Instagram. The glamorous diva is a true includes Bobby Deol, Esha Gupta, Aaditi 
fashionista and is known for making heads turn Pohankar, Chandan Roy Sanyal, and Darshan 
with her stunning looks. Esha’s recent Kumar. Esha received several accolades for her 
Instagram video has broken the Internet. In the portrayal of an image-makeover specialist in 
video, Esha can be seen flaunting her toned the web series. Prakash Jha’s Aashram has been 
midriff in a stunning gown designed by Ambika a hit among the audiences as it offers a heady 
Lal. cocktail of politics, crime and drama. Aashram 

Esha’s figure-hugging gown features a thigh- 3 is currently streaming on MX Player.The 
high slit and a one-shoulder neckline. The former Miss India was also supposed to star in 
shimmery chocolate brown gown has received Suniel Shetty’s Invisible Woman. However, she 
thumbs up from the fashion police. lost that project as the shooting could not 

Esha’s sultry avatar has created tremendous progress due to the disruptions caused by the 
chatter on social media and her post has gone pandemic. She has a couple of films in the 
viral with over 3,00,000 likes on Instagram. pipeline, an official announcement about it is 
Esha’s post has been flooded with comments yet to be made.

 Says It is 'Unfortunate' That 
Mission Mangal is Seen as 

an Akshay Kumar Film
having led ission Mangal was one of the most 
the film in well-received films in 2019 as it 
any way. But grossed ?290.59 crores worldwide. M
t h e  s t o r y  Loosely based on the life of scientists at the 
couldn’t have Indian Space Research Organisation who 
been told with just contributed to India’s first interplanetary 
Akshay Kumar, and expedition Mars Orbiter Mission, it starred an 
it wasn’t told with ensemble cast of Akshay Kumar, Vidya 
just him. Someone was Balan, Sonakshi Sinha, Taapsee Pannu, 
talking to me about my Nithya Menen, Kirti Kulhari and Sharman 
last hits, and they didn’t Joshi in lead roles. However, Vidya Balan 
mention Mission Mangal, who played a prominent role in the film has 
and they said, ‘Woh toh expressed her discontent about the movie 
Akshay Kumar…’ and I was being termed as an ‘Akshay Kumar film’ 
like, ‘Did you not see me and despite having four female leads.
four other female actors?'"Talking about the same in an interaction with 

On the professional front, Vidya Film Companion, the actress shared, “The 
Balan was last seen in Jalsa, a pandemic has become an easy excuse for 
thriller film directed by Suresh people to say that now female-led films will 
Triveni. The actress is looking not work in the theatres, because basically, 
forward to a romantic our industry is going through some kind of 
comedy-drama that will be flux where a lot of our films are bombing, 
directed by ad-maker terribly. And they are your so-called, male 
Shirsha Guha Thakurta. It hero-led films. But who takes the beating is 
is currently being filmed the female-led films. Do you not realize that 
in locations across Gangubai Kathiawadi had no man 
Mumbai and Ooty. The spearheading it, it was Alia Bhatt. That film 
yet-to-be-titled film has done great numbers compared to a lot of 
stars Ileana D’Cruz, other films with male heroes. It’s very 
Pratik Gandhi, and frustrating because there’s no logic to it."
I n d i a - A m e r i c a n  She added further, “For example, even a film 
a c t o r  S e n d h i l  like Mission Mangal, which did great 
Ramamurthy and business, finally it will be seen as an Akshay 
is touted to be an Kumar film, which is very unfortunate. It’s 
interesting take on not Akshay Kumar and five other leading 
Modern Love.ladies, because we’re not being seen as 

Glamorous Look in Designer 
Gown Will Leave You Awestruck

Vidya 
Balan
Vidya 
Balan

Esha Gupta’s 
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New Delhi: The Parliamentary Standing may be reviewed and considered at 
Commi t t ee  on  Ra i lways  has  least in Sleeper Class and III AC 
recommended to the Ministry of urgently so that the vulnerable and 
Railways that railway concession fares the genuinely needy senior citizens 
to Senior Citizens - amounting to 40 could avail the facility in these 
per cent to 50 per cent of the total fare - classes".
be restored at least in the Sleeper Class BJP Lok Sabha MP Radhamohan 
and AC 3 category. These railway fare Singh is the Chairman of the 
concessions to Senior Citizens were Parliamentary Standing Committee 
withdrawn during the COVID period on Railways.This recommendation 
from 20th March 2020 onwards.   has been made in the report on 

In its latest report submitted last week in "Action taken by Government on the 
Parliament on 4th August, the Observations/Recommendations 

consider the concessions granted to 
Committee has said: contained in the 8th Report of the 

different categories of passengers Standing Committee on Railways on "The Committee are of the view that judiciously. The Committee desire that 'Passenger Reservation System of since the Railways are heading concession to senior citizens, which Indian Railways'". towards normalcy, they should was available in pre-COVID times, 

Bankers Turned Billionaires For An 
Instant, Then Came 89% Crash

Restore Railway Concession Fare For Senior 
Citizens, Recommends Parliamentary Committee

New Delhi: If you are a beneficiary of the 
Prime Minister Kisan Samman Nidhi 
Scheme (PM-KISAN), you should know 
about the latest update on status checking. 
Government has yet again restored the 
process to check status of PM KISAN by 
feeding mobile details.In the beginning of 
this year, the process to check their status 
like application status, how much money 
has been credited in bank account on PM 
KISAN portal by feeding in their mobile 
number details was discontinued. 
Consequently, if a farmer wished to check 
the beneficiary or other status, the eligible 
farmer had to provide Aadhaar number or 
bank account number on Kisan portal.

Modi released 11th instalment of financial (PM-KISAN) Scheme was launched by monthly instalments of Rs 2000 each 
Farmers can now again check their status benefit under Pradhan Mantri Kisan PM Modi in 2019. The Scheme aims to directly into the bank accounts of the 

feeding in their mobile number details. Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) scheme on provide income support to all landholder beneficiaries. In a financial year, PM 
However, from now onwards, this rule May 31. PM Modi transferred an amount farmer families across the country with Kisan installment is credited thrice 
will not be applicable --farmers would not of around Rs 21,000 crore to more than 10 cultivable land, subject to certain through --Period 1 from April-July; 
be able to view their status by feeding their crore beneficiary farmer families.The exclusions.Under the Scheme, an amount Period 2 from August to November; and 
mobile number. Prime Minister Narendra Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi of Rs 6000 per year is released in three 4- Period 3 from December to March.

PM Kisan: BIG update for crores of eligible farmers, THIS 
important facility restored before 12th installment announcement

New Delhi: Two founders of a little- at the Chinese University of Hong 
known Hong Kong investment bank Kong and worked as an auditor before 
briefly became billionaires in recent spending nine years in the corporate-
days following a baffling stock surge, finance division of CCB International 
only to see their paper fortunes quickly Capital Ltd. Chen, the firm's chief 
tumble when the shares plunged. executive officer and Chan's former 
Magic Empire Global Ltd., which university classmate, was an auditor 
provides underwriting and advisory at KPMG before joining Guotai Junan 
services and has helped just one Capital Ltd.The two, both 41 as of the 
company go public in two years, Aug. 4 IPO prospectus, believed there 

was a lack of corporate-finance and Johnson's is valued at $65 soared as much as 6,149% since 
advisers for small and medium-sized million.Magic Empire is the latest in a debuting in the US on Friday, giving it 
companies in Hong Kong and created series of inexplicable moves following a market value of $5 billion at one 
Giraffe Capital Ltd., Magic Empire's IPOs in the US of companies from point. That meant co-founders Gilbert 
operating entity.The name was China or Hong Kong, places that have Chan and Johnson Chen had stakes 
inspired by Chan's son, who loves the sometimes produced billionaires in worth $1.8 billion and $1.3 billion, 
animal, Chan said during an interview mysterious ways.The advisory firm respectively, according to data 
at the Hong Kong Institute of Certified had just nine employees by the end of compiled by Bloomberg.
Public Accountants last year. Chan last year and reported that revenue fell The duo together controls about 63% of 
holds a 36.8% stake in the company, 17% to $2.2 million in 2021.Since its the firm. However, the stock dived 
while Chen owns 26.3%. inception in 2016, it completed eight 89% on Tuesday to close at $12.32, 

listings -- one of them has since merely three times higher than its $4 A representative for Magic Empire 
delisted and the others are trading initial public offering price.Chan's declined to comment on the share 
below their IPO price.  Chan, Magic stake is now worth about $90 million performance and the founders' wealth.
Empire's chairman, studied accounting 

Retail inflation Likely Eased Below 7% To A 5-
Month Low In July, But Above RBI's target: Report
 New Delhi: consumer price rises are expected to Retail inflation likely eased in 

July due to a fall in food and fuel prices yet persist at a strong pace in the months 
stayed well above the Reserve Bank of ahead.India's central bank, a relative 
India's upper tolerance limit for a seventh laggard in the global tightening cycle, 
consecutive month, a Reuters poll found. raised interest rates on Friday by 50 basis 

Food prices, which account for nearly half points to 5.40 per cent, taking it above 
of the consumer price index basket, where it was before the pandemic, with 
softened last month. But the bulk of the more rate rises expected to come.
slowdown came from an easing in Governor Shaktikanta Das has warned that 
international prices and the lagged effect persistently elevated cost of living 
of government interventions to reduce conditions could translate into higher 
import duties and restrictions on wheat wages and inflation, which is unlikely to 
exports.The near-term inflation outlook fall within the top end of the mandated 
remains highly uncertain as the uneven target band until December.That is 
nature of this year's monsoon and a weak roughly in line with a separate Reuters 
rupee currency may dull the effectiveness poll that has inflation staying above 
of those government efforts to tame t a rg e t  u n t i l  e a r l y  n e x t  y e a r.  
consumer price rises.The August 2-9 Comments"We think the RBI will 
Reuters poll of 48 economists showed contnue to hike rates over the next few 
inflation, as measured by the consumer months. We expect at least a 25bp hike in 
price index (CPI), likely fell to an annual September, followed by another 25bp 

as the rupee hit historic lows in recent where we are at currently."Wholesale 6.78 per cent in July, a five-month low, hike in December 2022," said Mitul 
weeks," said Miguel Chanco, chief price inflation was seen moderating to from 7.01 per cent in June.Forecasts Kotecha, head of emerging markets 
emerging Asia economist at Pantheon 14.20 per cent in July from 15.18 per cent ranged from 6.40 per cent to 7.10 per cent strategy at TD Securities, noting risks 
Macroeconomics."It (inflation) could in June, the poll showed.While the lagged for the data, which is due at 1200 GMT on cited by Das including inflation 
remain sticy over the next few months, effect from a cut in fuel taxes helped August 12."Food and energy prices are remaining above the target band for a few 
but it's not going to be much worse than restrain price pressures somewhat, essentially easing quite marginally, even more months.

Bengaluru Indian shares edged higher on Wednesday, 
led by the consumer goods and banking sectors while 
losses in tech stocks kept gains in check, as traders 
looked ahead to US inflation data for clues on the pace 
of rate hikes from the Federal Reserve.

The NSE Nifty 50 index was up 0.07 per cent at 
17,538.10, as of 0357 GMT, and the S&P BSE Sensex 
rose 0.09 per cent to 58,904.24, having hit a near four-
month high in the previous trading session. Indian 
markets were closed on Tuesday for a holiday.

Nifty's private bank index was up 0.38 per cent and the 
fast-moving consumer goods index advanced 0.34 per 
cent.The Nifty IT index fell 0.7 per cent, tracking 
overnight losses in tech-heavy Nasdaq.

Meanwhile, a Reuters poll showed that India's retail 
inflation likely eased in July due to a fall in food and 
fuel prices but stayed well above the Reserve Bank of 
India's upper tolerance limit for a seventh consecutive 
month. The consumer price index data is due on 
Friday.Equities in broader Asia fell, taking cues from 
losses in US overnight as investors awaited US 
inflation data later in the day. The MSCI's broadest 
index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan fell 0.11 per 
cent.

Sensex, Nifty open slightly higher as 
bank stocks gain

PPF (Public Provident Fund): 
Investing Small Amounts Can 

Create A Corpus Fund
New Delhi:Public Provident Fund (PPF) is a long-

term investment tool suitable for those who want 
to create a corpus fund with regular deposits of 
small amounts.With guaranteed returns, the PPF 
scheme could be ideal for investors with a very 
low-risk appetite. 

All the residents of India are eligible to invest in 
the PPF scheme. Individuals can open a PPF 
account by visiting the online portals of banks.

You can even open a PPF account at designated 
post offices. PPF is considered a safe investment 
option as it is regulated by the government and 
gives a steady return.

Form-A to open PPF account
Individuals need to fill up Form A, which is known 

as the account opening form and submit their 
KYC (Know Your Customer) documents to open 
their PPF account. 

Continue after maturity
You can extend your PPF investment even after its 

maturity. The maturity period for a PPF account 
is 15 years, and it can be extended for a block of 5 
years after maturity.The account can be extended 
one or more times in 5-year blocks. To extend the 
PPF account, individuals must fill out Form- H.

Contributions 
One needs to contribute a minimum of ? 500 and a 

maximum of ? 1.5 lakh in a financial year. 
Contributions can only happen once a month. 

For instance, if a person invests ? 50,000 yearly in 
PPF, s/he can build a corpus of ? 13.56 lakh in 15 
years. (Calculated at the current interest rate of 
7.1 per cent).

Putting in the maximum amount of ? 1.5 lakh 
yearly in PPF can build a corpus of ? 40.68 lakh 
in 15 years. Opting for extensions can further 
increase the maturity amount.

PPF loan 
Investors can also take a loan against the corpus of 

their PPF account. This facility is only available 
between the third and sixth year of starting the 
PPF account.The loan amount is capped at 25 per 
cent of the PPF corpus. The interest charged on 
the loan is 1 per cent more than the interest 
offered on the PPF investment. The interest also 
needs to be paid off in two monthly instalments. 

Tax benefits 
The contribution to the PPF account can be used as 

a tax exemption under Section 80C. 

In the beginning of  this year, the 
process to check their status like 
application status, how much 
money has been credited in 
bank account on PM KISAN 
portal by feeding in their mobile 
number details was discontinued

Bharti Airtel Shares Climb After 
Reporting 466% Surge In Yearly Net 
Profits

New Delhi JSW Energy said on Wednesday that its arm 
JSW Neo Energy will buy a portfolio of 1.75 gigawatt 
(GW) renewable energy assets from Mytrah Energy for 
Rs 10,530 crore.

This is the largest acquisition by JSW Energy since its 
inception, comprising 17 special purpose vehicles and 1 
ancillary SPV. The transaction is subject to approval by 
the Competition Commission of India (CCI), the 

company said.With this acquisition, JSW Energy's 
current operational generation capacity will go up by 
over 35 per cent from 4.78 GW to 6.53 GW.About 2.5 
GW of under-construction wind and hydro projects will 
be commissioned in phases over the next 18-24 months, 
the company saidThe total installed capacity as a result 
will increase to 9.1 GW, with the share of renewables 
rising to 65 per cent.The acquisition is likely to help the 
company in achieving its renewable-led capacity 
growth target of 10 GW by FY25, well ahead of 
timelines, it said.

The Mytrah portfolio consists of 10 wind SPVs with a 
generation capacity of 1.33 GW and 7 solar SPVs with a 
generation capacity of 422 MW (or 0.42 GW), operating 
primarily in southern, western and central India.

The assets have long-term PPAs with an average 
remaining life of 18 years, the firm said.

“We are excited to acquire Mytrah’s 1.75 GW of 
renewable energy portfolio which is value accretive to 
our shareholders. This landmark deal demonstrates our 
strong commitment to achieve our vision of achieving 
10 GW capacity by 2025 and being a leading player in 
India’s energy transition," said Prashant Jain, joint 
managing director and CEO of JSW Energy.He added 
that the acquisition would diversify the operating 
footprint of the company across states.

Mumbai (Maharashtra): The share price of telecom 
firm Bharti Airtel rose on Wednesday after the company 
announced an impressive 466 per cent year-on-year 
surge in its net profit for the first quarter of the current 
financial year.

Bharti Airtel's share was trading 0.67 per cent higher at ? 
709.05 on the BSE at 9.48 am. The scrip started the day 
sharply higher at ? 719 against its previous session's 
close at ? 704.35.However, the scrip pared the initial 
gains and fell to a low of ? 706.

On Monday, Bharti Airtel announced that its consolidated 
net profit surged 466 per cent year-on-year to ? 1,607 
crore for the quarter ended June 30, 2022, helped by 
jump in revenue per user and increase in subscribers.

During the first quarter of last financial year, Bharti 
Airtel's net profit stood at ? 284 crore.

Bharti Airtel's consolidated revenue jumped by 22 per 
cent year-on-year to ? 32,805 crore for the first quarter 
of the current financial year.

"This has been another solid quarter. We continue to 
deliver strong and sustained growth at 4.5 per cent 
sequentially. EBITDA margins are now at 50.6 per cent. 
Our enterprise and homes business has strong 
momentum and delivered strong double digit growth, 
improving the diversity of the overall portfolio. Airtel's 
strategy of winning with quality customers continues to 
yield good results with an industry-beating ARPU at ? 
183," Gopal Vittal, MD and CEO, Bharti Airtel, said in a 
statement.As India gets ready to launch 5G, we are well 
positioned to raise the bar on innovation. We are also 
confident of meeting the emerging needs of discerning 
customers looking for speed, coverage and latency. Our 
astute spectrum strategy over the last few years as we 
bolstered mid band spectrum is designed to deliver the 
best experience at the lowest total cost of ownership," 
Mr Vittal said.Bharti Airtel's India revenues for the first 
quarter of 2022-23 rose to ? 23,319 crore, registering a 
year-on-year growth of 23.8 per cent.

Mobile revenues grew by 27.4 per cent year-on-year on 
account of increase in average revenue per user (ARPU) 
and strong 4G customer additions during the year.

ARPU for the quarter came in at ? 183 as compared to ? 
146 in the first quarter of 2021-22.This is an outcome of 
company's focus on acquiring and retaining quality 
customers and a relentless obsession with customer 
experience

JSW Energy unit to buy Mytrah 
Energy's renewable assets for 
Rs 10,530 cr
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a busy couple of years, 
I’ve made the decision to 
take a step back to enable 
me  to  spend  t ime  
focusing on myself.“I’m 
grateful for the support 
of CA and my teammates 
and ask that my privacy 
is respected during this 
time.”Lanning, who has 
been leading Australia 
since 2014, has scored 
4463 runs in 100 ODIs, 
3211 runs in 124 T20is 
and 345 runs in 6 
Tests.CA, meanwhile, 
said that the welfare of 
the Australian players is 
their priority and they 

world trophies, the T20 World Cup at home, will work closely with 
the 50-over World Cup earlier this year and Lannning to ensure the skipper gets the New Delhi Australia women's cricket team 
the Commonwealth Games triumph. support she needs.captain Meg Lanning on Wednesday said 

Lanning was scheduled to make her debut in CA Head of Performance, Women’s Cricket, she is taking a break from competitive 
England domestic cricket as she had signed Shawn Flegler said: “We’re proud of Meg cricket with no timeline set for her return. 
up for Trent Rockets in the second edition of for acknowledging that she needs a break Lanning, 30, said she needed the break to 
women's Hundred, starting August 11, and will continue to support her during this take a step back and focus on herself after 
Cricket Australia (CA) said in a statement. time.“She’s been an incredible contributor having led Australia to incredible success 
Lanning had pulled out of the 100-ball to Australian cricket over the last decade, over the last few years.
tournament last year in order to prepare for ach iev ing  remarkab le  fea t s  bo th  Meg Lanning's announcement comes days 
home series against India. individually and as part of the team, and has after she led Australia to a Gold medal in 

been a brilliant role model for young kids."CA will continue to support Lanning, with a w o m e n ' s  c r i c k e t  d e b u t  a t  t h e  
decision on her participation in the “The welfare of our players is always our Commonwealth Games. Lanning's side 
upcoming Australian domestic summer to number one priority, and we’ll continue to defeated India in a thrilling final at 
be made in due course," it added. work with Meg to ensure she gets the Edgbaston in Birmingham. Lanning has 

support and space she needs.”Explaining her decision, Lanning said: “After overseen Australia's incredible hat-trick of 

New Delhi.  Former Sri Lanka skipper Kohli is next set to take part in the 
Mahela Jayawardene reckoned that Virat upcoming edition of the Asia Cup in 

the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Kohli has the ingredients to arrest his slump 
On Monday, August 28, the Board in international cricket. Of late, the Delhi-
of Control for Cricket in India born Kohli has come under fire for not being 
(BCCI) named the squad for the able to perform on a consistent basis. Back 
multi-nation event and Kohli found in July, Kohli got plenty of starts on the tour 
his spot in the team.Barring any of England, but failed to get a substantial 
unforeseen circumstance, Kohli score under his belt.
will next be seen on the field in The veteran didn’t go on the tour of the West 
India’s match against Pakistan on Indies and won’t be a part of India’s 
Sunday, August 28 at the Dubai campaign in Zimbabwe either. Jayawardene 
International Stadium. India will spared a thought for Kohli, but also sounded 
also lock horns with a qualifying confident of the Indian batter’s return to 

that in the past as well and I’m sure he’ll team that will be finalised in a few form."It is unfortunate what Virat is going 
come through this. Class is permanent and daysIt’s also pertinent to note that Kohli through right now at the moment, but he is a 
form is temporary," Jayawardene was hasn’t scored a century for India since the quality player. I believe Virat has the tools to 
quoted as saying to Sanjana Ganesan on the Day-Night Test against Bangladesh way come out of it (the form slump). He has done 
latest episode of The ICC Review. back in November 2019.

Virat Kohli has the tools to come out of  
form slump, says Mahela Jayawardene

New Delhi.  Scott Boland is just the 
second recognised indigenous male 
player to represent Australia in Test 
cricket when he made his debut in the 
Ashes Boxing Day Test  last  
year.Boland, a Gulidjan man, believes 
that taking cricket to remote areas will 
help to get more indigenous kids 
through the pathway system.

"I think it is really important to grow the 
game of cricket," said Boland, who, 
along with former cricketer Shane 
Watson, took the ICC Men's T20 

World Cup 2022 Trophy to Uluru.The 
more we can get out to remote areas 
where cricket isn’t the number one 
sport like it is in big cities, to give those 
kids the opportunity to play and learn 
what it’s about, is how we’re going to 
get more Indigenous kids through the 
pathway system."Boland also played 
cricket on red dirt with the local 
indigenous community alongside the 
Trophy Tour ambassador Watson. The 
duo visited the Field of Light before 
playing cricket with students from 
Nyangatjatjara College on the red dirt 
with Uluru as the backdrop.Talking 
about his first time experience of 
playing cricket on red dirt, Boland 
said: "I have never played a game of 
cricket on the red dirt, so it was pretty 
cool to bowl to some kids who haven’t 
played much cricket in their life before 
to pass on some knowledge to them 
was a highlight and something I will 
never forget."

The ICC Men's T20 World Cup will be 
played from October 16 to November 
13 later this year with 16 teams 
featuring across Australia in seven 
host cities.

New Delhi Babar Azam extended his lead at the top the other hand, India, who won the T20I series 4-1 
of the ICC T20I Rankings with the Pakistan against the West Indies, will play a 3-match ODI 
captain retaining his rating points of 818. On the series in Zimbabwe under Shikhar Dhawan's 
other hand, Suryakumar Yadav, who has captaincy.SHREYAS IYER, RISHABH PANT 
consolidated his spot as No. 2 in the T20I charts GAINShreyas Iyer and Rishabh Pant were among 
for batters, lost as many as 11 rating points despite the biggest movers as the race for the top ranking 
having had a fine run in the recently-concluded 5- hots up ahead of the ICC T20 World Cup in 
match  er ies  in  the  West  Indies  and Australia later this year.
Florida.Suryakumar Yadav, according to the ICC, Iyer hit an impressive half-century during the fifth 
missed out on an opportunity to overtake Babar and final match of the series in Florida and was 
Azam in the T20I Rankings for Batters after he duly rewarded by jumping six places to 19th 
was rested for the final T20I against West Indies overall on the batter rankings.Pant finished the 
on Sunday. Pakistan skipper Babar last player a series as the equal second leading run-scorer on 
T20I in April but his consistent run in the shortest 115 runs, with his quickfire 44 in the fourth match 
format of the game has helped him stay ahead of seeing the left-hander jump seven places to 59th.
the chasing pack.It will be an interesting battle BHUVNESHWAR SLIPS
between Suryakumar Yadav and Babar Azam at Meanwhile, Bhuvneshwar Kumar slipped a spot to 
the Asia Cup as the subplot for the T20I Rankings 9th despite having had a good run in the T20I 
top spot will also be on. India face arch-rivals series against the West Indies.On the other hand, 
Pakistan in their opening match in Dubai on Ravi Bishnoi, who took a chart-topping tally of 8 
August 28. wickets in the West Indies T20Is, jumped 50 

Pakistan will play 3 ODIs against the Netherlands places to 44th overall on the most recent list for 
before they head to the UAE for the Asia Cup. On bowlers.

New Delhi  

believe that I could dominate 
too."Gauff added that the entire 
Williams family, including seven-
time major winner Venu and their 
father Richard, served as an 
inspiration. Richard Williams was the 
one who had first put a racket in the 
hands of Venus and Serena."Mr 
Williams and all that he's done for 
both of them inspired my dad to 
continue to coach me and help me. 
Even though he had not really much 
tennis experience. But he said, 'If Mr 
Williams can do it, then I can'," the 18-
year-old said.

Gauff further said that she wants to have 
a crack at her idol before she retires.

"I have always wanted to play her. So 
I'm hoping that my draw in Cincinnati 

American teenager Coco Gauff or the U.S. Open or even here 
credited Serena Williams for inspiring her 

(Toronto) can work out so we can play to take up tennis, saying the 23-time Grand 
each other because that's just one of Slam champion paved the way for the next 
my goals.generation of black female players.

"But I think the legacy that she's left the Williams hinted that she will retire from the 
away from tennis" as she has planned to her first-round victory at the Canadian world ... I don't think any other player can sport soon, prompting an outpouring praise 
retire from the sport following the US Open. "Tennis being a predominantly probably touch. I think that the legacy that for the American great. In the upcoming 
Open. white sport, it definitely helped a lot. she will continue to leave throughout her September issue of Vogue, she wrote that 

Because I saw somebody who looked like "I grew up watching her. That's the reason life is something that can inspire many the "countdown has began" to "evolve 
me dominating the game. It made me why I play tennis," Gauff said following more generations."

ICC T20I Rankings: Suryakumar Yadav retains 
2nd spot, No. 1 batter Babar Azam pulls ahead

'New Delhi Former Sri Lanka cricketer 
Mahela Jayawardene is worried about KL 
Rahul's form, saying lack of cricket at the 
highest level could become a concern for 
India in the upcoming Asia Cup.

KL Rahul was in great form during the 2022 
Indian Premier League as he scored 616 
runs for Lucknow Super Giants. Since then, 
he has not played any competitive cricket 
due to his battle against injuries and Covid-
19, when he was about to make a comeback.

"That (Rahul's lack of cricket) would be a 
concern for India," Jayawardene told ICC. 
"He has been out for a little while since the 
IPL, so having game time is quite crucial 
especially out there in the middle. The 
sooner he can get some game time and g 
team."

Jayawardene also suggested 

that if KL Rahul 
fails to return to his absolute best form at the 
Asia Cup then the Indian think tank should 
consider wicketkeeper-batter Rishabh Pant 
as an opener as the T20 World Cup looms.

Rishabh Pant has opened the batting for India 
in T20Is only twice, but Jayawardena feels 
Pant has the capability to do well as an 
opener. Pant opened alongside captain 
Rohit Sharma during the second and third 
T20I matches against England."Even 
though he (Pant) hasn’t done that (open the 
batting) much in domestic cricket, he has 
the capacity to do that. Wherever he bats, 
you’re not going to change his game. He is 
going to be a very natural player so yes, it is 
an option (for Pant to open)."

et that 
confidence back, is always going to help 
him, as well as the national

I saw somebody who looked like me: Coco Gauff 
praises Serena Williams as retirement looms

Days after CWG Gold, Australia captain Meg Lanning 
takes indefinite break from competitive cricket

New Delhi  Indian boxer Jasmine Lamboria 
has set her goals clear after her campaign in 
the Commonwealth Games 2022 in 
Birmingham. On Saturday, August 6, 
Lamboria won the bronze medal in the 
women's 60 kg Lightweight category. The 
20-year-old boxer lost to England's Gemma 
Paige, who won the match 3-2 after a split 
decision worked in her favour.

Paige was the favourite to win the match, but 
Lamboria made her work hard for every 
single point. In the end, Lamboria threw the 
towel and Paige qualified for the final. After 
her campaign in Birmingham, the Bhivani-
born Lamboria talked about doing well in the 
Asian Games and also qualifying for the 
Paris Olympics in 2024.

“I started pursuing boxing in 2016. The Asian 
Games are slated for next year. Will have to 
qualify for the Olympics, too. Would be 
preparing for that,” Lambodia was quoted as 
saying in ANI.

The Asian Games was earlier scheduled to take 
place this year in the city of Hangzhou in 
China, but had to be postponed due to issues 
surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic.

The tournament will now take place from 
September 23 to October 8, 2023 as decided 
by the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA).

“The OCA thanks HAGOC, the Chinese 
Olympic Committee, as well as the 
governments at all levels for ensuring they 
(Asian Games) can take place next year,” the 
OCA had said in a statement.As far as 
Jasmine is concerned, she also became the 
30th Indian to win a medal at the CWG 2022. 
Mohammed Hussamuddin, Amit Panghal, 
Sagar Ahlawat, Rohit Tokas, Nitu Ghanghas 
and Nikhat Zareen are among the other 
boxers to win medal in the multi-sport 
tournament.

Commonwealth Games 2022: 
Boxer Jasmine Lamboria eyeing 
Olympics after bronze in 
Birmingham

'New Delhi After making India proud at the 
Commonwealth Games in Birmingham, 
Murali Sreeshankar is geared up for his next 
stint, the Diamond League, on Wednesday, 
August 10. This will be the long jumper’s 
first appearance in the tournament in 2002 
after he pulled out of the Stockholm leg in 
June due to his visa processing for the world 
athletics championships in the United States.

Earlier this month, the 23-year-old pulled off a 
stupendous jump of 8.08 m in his fifth 
attempt and won the silver medal at the 
CWG. He finished behind Laquan Nairn of 
the Bahamas. Interestingly, Sreeshankar had 
the same top score as that of Nairn, but the 
latter finished on top for his second best 
score.Sreeshankar is currently a national 
record holder, but the challenge in the 
Diamond League is expected to be slightly 
tougher compared to the one in Birmingham. 
Sreeshankar will be going up against 
Miltiadis Tentoglou of Greece and Maykel 
Masso of Cuba.Tentoglou won the gold 
medal in the Tokyo Olympics after a jump as 
long as 8.41 metres. In the same year, he 
became the World indoor champion after a 
jump of 8.55 metres. Masso, on the other 
hand, won bronze in Tokyo after jumping 
8.21 metres. Greek athlete Tentoglou has a 
personal best of 8.60 metres.

Taking cricket to remote areas will help 
us get more indigenous kids through 
pathway system, says Scott Boland

ZAustralia's influential 

captain Meg Lanning on 

Wednesday announced 

her decision to take an 

indefinite break from 

competitive cricket, 

pulling out of her 

impending debut in The 

Hundred.

Asia Cup | KL Rahul's lack of  
match practice would be a 
concern for India: Mahela 
Jayawardene

Serena Williams said that 
she is evolving away 
from tennis

Coco Gauff said that she 
grew up watching Serena 
Williams play

Gauff credited Williams 
family for serving as an 
inspiration to her

Scott Boland is just the second recognised 

indigenous male player to represent Australia 

in Test cricket when he made his debut in the 

Ashes Boxing Day Test last year.

Diamond League 2022: Long 
jumper Murali Sreeshankar in 
for tougher challenge after 
CWG 2022 silver medal
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of the most successful N e w  D e l h i .  S t a n d - u p  
stand-up comedians in the comedian Raju Srivastava 
country, is a popular name suffered a cardiac arrest 
on television. He has been while working out in a gym 
active in the entertainment and was rushed to Delhi's All 
industry since late 1980s India Institutes of Medical 
even though he first  Sciences (AIIMS) today.
received recognition after He was working out on a 
participating in the first treadmill in a gym when he 
season of stand-up comedy h a d  c h e s t  p a i n  a n d  
show "The Great Indian collapsed. His trainer took 
Laughter Challenge".him to AIIMS where he was 

He has appeared in Hindi given cardiopulmonary 
films like "Maine Pyar resuscitation (CPR) twice 
K i y a " ,  " B a a z i g a r " ,  and revived.

hospital.Another stand-up comedian, "Bombay to Goa" and "Sr ivas t ava  had  to  be  
Sunil Pal informed on Instagram that "Aamdani Atthani Kharcha Rupaiya". resuscitated twice and was rushed to 
Mr Srivastava is now out of danger. He was one of the contestants on "Bigg catheterisation lab for emergency 

Boss" season three. Mr Srivastava is "He is doing fine now. He is out of angiography," a source told news 
the current chairman of the Film danger," Mr Pal said in a video he agency .The comedian is currently 
Development Council Uttar Pradesh.shared with media.Mr Srivastava, one u n d e r  o b s e r v a t i o n  a t  t h e  

NEWS BOX

Corbevax Approved As Booster Dose For Adults 
Vaccinated With Covaxin, Covishield: Report

Comedian Raju Srivastava Suffers Cardiac 
Arrest In Gym, Admitted To AIIMS

Kolkata Professor Sacked Allegedly 
Over Her Swimsuit Photo On Instagram

New Delhi. The government has The COVID-19 Working Group (CWG), 
approved Biological E's Corbevax as in its July 20 meeting, reviewed data of 
a precaution dose or booster jab for the double-blind randomised phase-3 
those above 18 years fully vaccinated clinical study which evaluated the 
with either Covishield or Covaxin, immunogenicity and safety of booster 
official sources said today. dose of Corbevax vaccine when 

administered to COVID-19-negative This is for the first time that a booster 
adult volunteers of age 18-80 years dose that is different from the one 
previously vaccinated with two doses used for primary vaccination against 
of either Covishield or Covaxin.Covid has been allowed in the precaution dose administration in this 

country. "Following the examination of the data, age group," the sources told Press Trust 
the CWG observed that Corbevax of India.This will be in addition to the The sources told Press Trust of India 
vaccine can induce significant increase existing guidelines for homologous that the Union Health Ministry's 
in antibody titers when given to those precaution dose administration of a p p r o v a l  i s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  
who have received either Covaxin or Covaxin and Covishield vaccine, the recommendations made recently by 
Covishield, which is likely to be sources added.the COVID-19 Working Group of the 
protective as per the neutralisation data National Technical Advisory Group All necessary changes in regard to the 
also," sources told. on Immunisation (NTAGI). administration of precaution dose of 

The Drugs Controller General of India Corbevax vaccine are being made on "Corbevax will be considered as a 
(DCGI) on June 4 approved Corbevax the Co-WIN portal.precaution dose after completion of 
as a precaution dose for those aged 18 six months or 26 weeks from the date India's first indigenously developed RBD 
and above.India began administering of administration of the second dose protein subunit vaccine Corbevax is 
precaution doses of vaccines to of either Covaxin or Covishield currently being used to inoculate 
healthcare and frontline workers and vaccines for those aged above 18 children in the age group of 12 to 14 
those aged 60 and above with years enabling use of Corbevax as a y e a r s  u n d e r  t h e  C O V I D - 1 9  
comorbidities from January 10.heterologous COVID-19 vaccine for immunisation programme.

Winter Session May Be Held 
In New Parliament. A Look 

At What's Inside.

New Delhi. All-out efforts are being made to finish 
the remaining work of the new Parliament 
building so that the Winter Session is held there, 
officials have said.Handwoven cushioned 
carpets of Mirzapur and stones from Madhya 
Pradesh and Rajasthan are being used in the new 
building. Teakwood furniture from Maharashtra 
has arrived while the work on the interiors and 
flooring has begun, they told Press Trust of India.

Last week, the government told the Lok Sabha that 
70 per cent of the physical progress of the new 
Parliament building project has been achieved 
and the targeted date of completion is November 
2022.There is no plan yet to extend the deadline 
considering the national importance of this 
project, sources told Press Trust of India.

"We are making all-out effort to ensure the Winter 
Session is held in the new Parliament building," 
officials privy to the development told news 
agency .They indicated that some portions of the 
new Parliament building may be functional 
around November 26 - Constitution Day. 
However nothing has been finalised yet, official 
sources told Press Trust of India.

The government has maintained that the Winter 
session of Parliament will be held in the new 
building being built under the Narendra Modi 
government's ambitious Central Vista 
redevelopment project. In December 2020, 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the 
foundation stone of the new building. Last 
month, he unveiled the national emblem cast on 
the roof of the building.

Tata Projects Ltd is constructing the new 
Parliament building which will have a grand 
Constitution Hall to showcase India's democratic 
heritage, a lounge for members of Parliament, a 
library, multiple committee rooms, dining areas 
and ample parking space.

The redevelopment of the Central Vista, the 
nation's power corridor, also envisages a 
common central secretariat, revamping of the 3-
km Rajpath from the Rashtrapati Bhavan to the 
India Gate, a new office and residence of the 
prime minister, and a new vice-president 
enclave. Under the project, the government will 
also construct an Executive Enclave that will 
house a new Prime Minister's Office (PMO), 
Cabinet Secretariat, India House and National 
Security Council Secretariat.

Supreme Court Grants Bail To Activist 
Varavara Rao In Bhima Koregaon Case

Doctors Remove Rare Large 
Fungal Ball From Heart Valve Of  
Elderly Man
New Delhi.  A 70-year-old man diagnosed with a rare 

condition got a fresh lease of life after undergoing a 
complex surgery in which doctors extracted a "6 cm-
long fungal ball" from his heart valve, hospital 
authorities said on Tuesday.Interacting with reporters 
here, the patient Suresh Chandra said he had contracted 
COVID-19 in May 2021 and had recovered at 
home.But a few months later, Mr Chandra said he 
started having persistent cough and high fever.

"I consulted various doctors. Everyone assumed it to be a 
post-Covid complication, and presumed it to be due to 
lung infection," he said, adding he has a history of 
aortic valve replacement.Mr Chandra then approached 
doctors at Fortis hospital where they diagnosed it as 
"rare fungal infection termed infective endocarditis", 
authorities said.

A team of doctors led by Dr Udgeath Dhir, director and 
head of cardiothoracic and vascular surgery (CTVS), 
Fortis Memorial Research Institute, Gurgaon, 
managed the case and through a complex surgery, 
successfully extracted the 6 cm-long fungal ball from 
the patient's heart valve, a hospital statement said.

"This is a very rare case, sometimes found in cardiac 
surgery patients worldwide and chances of survival are 
only 50 per cent," it said. The surgery took place a few 
months ago. Post-surgery "anti-fungal IV continued 
for another 45 days" under their supervision. The 
patient stabilised and recovered completely and he is 
doing well now, they said.

"Prior to the surgery, the patient's heart function had 
dropped to 25 per cent and he was in shock failure 
(infection in the body had compromised heart function 
and led to difficulty in breathing).

"The doctors performed a high-risk redo aortic valve 
replacement surgery to detoxify his body using special 
filters and by placing the patient on artificial heart lung 
machine to remove as much infection as possible," it 
said. Dr Dhir said, "Fungal endocarditis is a very 
uncommon case, which happens in the aortic valve of 
the heart. In this patient, the fungal ball covered around 
7 cm of the heart's aortic valve which is also a rare 
condition. "In such cases, 50 per cent of people die and 
the success rate is low as with every heartbeat, the 
heavy fungal ball was popping out, which could have 
resulted in a major paralytic attack, a kidney or a limb 
problem".

The aorta transports blood to all the body parts and with 
every beat, some component of the fungus was going 
into the blood and, therefore, to all the body parts, he 
said. "Platelets were also very less in number i.e. below 
1,00,000 and it was tough to operate on him. As the 
patient had already undergone surgery of the aortic 
valve, we did a redo surgery with fungal endocarditis.

Restore Senior Citizen Rebate In 
Sleeper, AC 3-Tier Train Travel: 
Parliamentary Panel
New Delhi. A parliamentary committee has 

recommended that senior citizen concessions be 
reviewed and restored "urgently" at least for sleeper 
class and AC 3-tier train travel.

In its report submitted on August 4, the Standing 
Committee on Railways said senior citizens were 
earlier granted a concession amounting to 40-50 per 
cent of their railway fares, but the practice was stopped 
during the COVID-19 crisis.

It also urged the ministry to give wide publicity to the 
"give up" scheme, which encourages senior citizens to 
give up their concessions voluntarily.

The Ministry of Railways in its action-taken report has 
stated that in view of the pandemic, concession to all 
categories of passengers (except the four categories of 
Divyangjan, and 11 categories of patients and students) 
have been withdrawn.

"Given the reply of the government, the committee note 
that as of now, the concession to senior citizens has 
been withdrawn in view of the pandemic and Covid 
protocol. The committee are of the view that since the 
Railways are heading towards normalcy, they should 
consider the concessions granted to different categories 
of passengers judiciously.

"The committee desire that concession to senior citizens 
which was available in pre-COVID times may be 
reviewed and considered at least in Sleeper Class and 
III AC urgently, so that the vulnerable and the genuinely 
needy senior citizens could avail the facility in these 
classes," the committee headed by BJP leader Radha 
Mohan Singh said. The Railways spends around ? 
2,000 crore on senior citizen concessions annually.

t h e  u n d e rg r a d u a t e .  T h e  taunted with sexually coloured not 'public'...Those two pictures New Delhi. A professor of St 
professor has alleged either the remarks" and "objectionable could not have been viewed by Xavier's University in Kolkata 
account was hacked or someone insinuations" without any the student weeks later," the was forced to quit after the father 
with profile access took a provocation or justification, professor said in her police of an undergraduate student 
screenshot of the photo and The Indian Express report said. complaint, according to The complained to the university 
circulated it, which would come Indian Express.”It is a mystery that the professor wore a "I was told that a parent of an 
under sexual harassment. to me how the university swimsuit in an Instagram post, undergraduate student had 

accessed those pictures. I felt so which he said "appalled" him on In the letter, the student's father found that his son was looking 
distressed and humiliated at that finding his son looking at the said, "Recently, I was appalled at my photographs from my 
moment that I couldn't bear to p h o t o .  R e p o r t s  s a y  t h e  to find my son looking at some personal Instagram account improper for a 18-year-old 
examine the rest of the pictures. I university has asked the pictures of professor...where she which he found objectionable student to see his professor 
was in a meeting where my professor to pay ? 99 crore for has posed in a sexually explicit and bordering on nudity. There dressed in scanty clothes 
private pictures were being damaging their reputation. way causing deliberate public were two pictures of me in a blue exhibiting her body on a public 
circulated among people exposure." swimsuit taken in my room, The matter has generated intense platform," the student's father 
unknown to me, without my which I had posted as an debate on social media about "To look at a teacher dressed in her wrote in the complaint to St 
consent. The only way in which Instagram story last year, several invasion of the professor's undergarments  uploading Xavier's University.
such Instagram stories can be months before joining the privacy, whose Instagram pictures on social media is The professor has decided to file a 
accessed by other parties is by university. There was no way profile was private,  and utterly shameful for me as a petition with the Calcutta High 
hacking or if someone took those photos could be still punishing her instead of parent, since I have tried to Court against her sacking by the 
screenshots of the pictures when accessible since an Instagram questioning alleged hacking of shield my son from this kind of university, The Indian Express 
they had been posted and story, by default, is live for only her account and how a woman's g r o s s  i n d e c e n c y  a n d  reported. She said a "kangaroo 
subsequently circulated them," 24 hours.  Moreover,  my private photo from a locked objectification of the female court" was held, where she was 
she said in the complaint.Instagram profile is 'private' and profile ended up on the hands of body...It is obscene, vulgar and "intimidated, bullied and 

(Varavara Rao) has not improved to Hyderabad residence and is an reflection on merits or rival contentionsNew Delhi. The Supreme Court on Wednesday 
such an extent over a period of time under-trial in the case for which an advanced by the parties.granted bail on medical grounds to poet and 
that the facility of bail which was FIR was lodged by the Pune Police activist P Varavara Rao in the Bhima During the arguments, senior advocate Anand
granted earlier be withdrawn," the on January 8, 2018 under various Koregaon case. Grover, appearing for Varavara Rao, referred
bench said. sections of the Indian Penal Code to his medical condition and said evenA bench headed by Justice U U Lalit observed 

and the Unlawful Activities " C o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  t o t a l i t y  o f  charges have not been framed in the case.that the medical condition of the 82-year-old 
(Prevention) Act. While granting circumstances, in our view, the Varavara Rao, who is currently out on Additional Solicitor General S V Raju,
bail to Varavara Rao, the court said appellant is entitled to the relief of interim bail on health grounds, has not appearing for the NIA, vehemently opposed
he shall not leave the area of bail on medical grounds," it said.improved to such an extent that the relief the plea and argued that materials on record
Greater Mumbai without the granted earlier to him be withdrawn.The top Rao, who is a Telugu poet, had shows the involvement of Varavara Rao in a
express permission from the trial court noted that though the charge sheet in challenged the Bombay High Court's deep rooted conspiracy and he is not entitled
court.the case has been filed, some of the accused April 13 order rejecting his plea for to be granted the relief of bail. He argued that

"The appellant shall not in any way have not been apprehended yet and the permanent bail on medical grounds. the accused is allegedly involved in serious
misuse his liberty, nor shall he get matter has not been taken up for framing of The case relates  to  al leged activities which are against the nation.
in touch with any of the witnesses charges against the accused who are before inflammatory speeches made at the  The top court had earlier observed that interim
or try to influence the course of the court.The bench, also comprising Elgar Parishad conclave held in Pune protection granted to Varavara Rao would
investigation," it said.Justices Aniruddha Bose and Sudhanshu on December 31, 2017, which the continue till further orders. In his plea filedthe conclave was organised by people with 

Dhulia, observed that various applications police claimed triggered violence the next The bench made it clear that the benefit of bail against the April 13 order of the high court,alleged Maoist links. The National 
preferred by the accused seeking discharge day near the Koregaon-Bhima war memorial is extended to Varavara Rao only on his Varavara Rao has said that he has undergoneInvestigation Agency (NIA) later took over 
are still pending consideration. on the outskirts of the western Maharashtra medical condition and any observations over two years of incarceration as an under-the probe in the matter. Varavara Rao was 

city. The Pune Police had also claimed that made in the order shall not be taken to be a "The medical condition of the appellant trial.arrested on August 28, 2018 from his 

In a letter to St Xavier's University, Kolkata, the student's father said, "Recently, I was appalled to find my son looking at some pictures of 
professor...where she has posed in a sexually explicit way causing deliberate public exposure."

COVID-19 India Vaccine Corbevax: This is for the first time that a booster dose that is different 
from the one used for primary vaccination against Covid has been allowed in the country.

Stand-up comedian Raju Srivastava was working out on treadmill in 
a gym when he had chest pain and collapsed.

New Delhi, Thursday, 11 August, 2022 THE SIKH TIMES
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